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To our community,
With this year’s Sustainability Directory of the Alliance for Sustainable Communities—Lehigh Valley, we have made changes to suit our audience and make learning
about sustainable organizations in the Lehigh Valley easier. We combined the Business
& Professional listings with the Organizational Listings and added a category-based
index in the back of the Directory. In addition, a new Alliance website is being created
with the ability to show directory listings online in conjunction with relevant postings,
events and blogs. Incorporated within our new listings format are essays, art pieces and
quotes that focus on the varying ways acting sustainability affects our health.
In this edition of the directory we have focused on how we as individuals and as a
community are affected by our environment’s health. Without a healthy body, we are
not strong enough to do any of the things we want to do, whether it be raising a family
or trying to get rid of the islands of garbage that inhabit the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian
oceans. To accomplish anything in life, you must be strong yourself. It is an old saying
“you are what you eat”, and what your body absorbs is more than just the food you put
into it. The air we breathe, how healthy our food is, the stresses we put ourselves under
all have different effects on our health. When trying to maintain a healthy lifestyle, we
must understand that the factors that affect our environment are more than what we put
into our environment.
As human beings, we are social creatures. Our environments are all connected
to each other, making our health an issue affected by everyone’s actions and personal
choices. With these essays, we hope to show the various ways in which our community
is connected, and give light to ways for us as a community to work together for a healthier environment and a healthier “us”. By discussing the negative effects of an unhealthy
environment, we can learn what does not work and either alter or abandon said actions.
In addition, we have considered solutions, focusing on localization and a naturalization
of our resources. For we should wanted to be connected to all aspects of our environment, not just the people. To be connected to one’s environment is to know all about it,
not just the parts that are the easiest to learn about or understand.
Since our well-beings are all connected and affected by the decisions we make, it is
important to work as a community to help each other live the healthiest way we can.
With these organizations and essays on how we can work together for a healthier community and personal being, I hope you will become involved in creating the needed
changes, whether it is working with others to help educate the community, live organically, live a ‘greener’ lifestyle or everyone receive an equal chance to a bright future. All
of us working together on any of these goals will positively impact our community and
long-term health. We hope you enjoy this year’s directory. If you would like to join the
Alliance, or receive more information, please contact us!
Sincerely,
Katherine Goscilo

Tara Morrison
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Key to Symbols in Listings

Community Exchange
This symbol identifies organizations that are members of
Community Exchange. The Alliance recognizes that their
participation in Community Exchange builds community and
strengthens local organizations.

Sustainable Business Network
of the Greater Lehigh Valley
The Sustainable Business Network Lehigh Valley is a non-profit
group of locally owned independent businesses, organizations,
and individuals committed to building a just and sustainable
economy in the Lehigh Valley. The Triple Bottom Line—people,
planet, and profit—measures a company’s performance in the
areas of social impact, the environment, and profitability.

www.sustainlv.org

Directory Listings

-

Abundant Style

1822 6th Street
Bethlehem, PA 18020
(888) 889- 8990
Debra Coscia
abundantstyle@rcn.com
www.abundantstyle.com

Abundant Style is a new consignment shop in Bethlehem
Township. We feature new and gently loved fashions in
size 14 and up, serving the plus-size community. We recycle clothing, shoes, handbags and jewelry that is either
unwanted or doesn’t fit anymore by offering it for sale in
our store. The consignor and the store split the sale price
50/50.
Business Listing

- Action Potential Networks
231 E Market Street #3E
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(484) 241-4126
Nora Alogna
nora@actionpotential.org
www.actionpotential.org

Action Potential Networks is a Lehigh Valley-based technology company that helps non-profits develop an effective web presence at an affordable price. Action Potential
offers a suite of software tools that enables non-profits
to develop a cost-effective communications strategy that
fully leverages the power of the internet. These software
tools allow you to easily manage and organize your members and email lists, build or update your website, keep
your members actively engaged with our dynamic events
calendar, enable your members to email their legislator
through your website, and much more.
Business Listing

- Agri-Dynamics, Inc.
6574 South Delaware Drive
Martin’s Creek, PA 18063
(610) 250-9280
Fax: (610) 250-0935
Regina Marinelli or Victoria
Mowrey
jbrunetti@agri-dynamics.com

Agri-Dynamics was founded in 1979 to provide natural
products for livestock animals. Over the years our line
has evolved into equine, small pet and human health
products and services. Today, we proudly offer additional
horticultural services designed for golf course and turf
management. What hasn’t changed is our ongoing commitment to the health of the family farm and our planet.

www.agri-dynamics.com
Business Listing
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- AGSHEN (One With the Earth Project)
424 Center Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(610) 434-1396
Dan Poresky
dan@onewiththeearth.org
www.onewiththeearth.org

Agshen promotes use of the universal One With the
Earth eco-symbol. Climate change, deforestation, overfishing, overpopulation, water shortages, and desertification are all components of one over-arching challenge
ensuring a livable world for our children and future
generations. Widespread visibility of the symbol will be
a constant reminder that there are many issues affecting
the environment. As with the peace symbol, the One
with the Earth symbol is free for anyone to use. See usage
examples and download artwork from our website. The
symbol design represents earth, land, water, sun, and life.
Conservation eco-stickers are available at no charge.
(See ad on inside front cover)

- Allentown Recycling
1500 Martin Luther King Jr.
Drive
Allentown, PA 18102

The Bureau of Recycling and Solid Waste administers
Allentown’s residential trash and recycling collection
program, recycling and yard waste drop off sites, and
commercial recycling programs. The Center also accepts
(610) 437-8729
books and usable textiles. Call 610-437-8729 for collecFax: (610) 437-8732
tion of appliances and large metal items. Each year, the
Ann Saurman – Manager, Bureau bureau holds special electronic recycling events (charges
from $2-20). See website for full list of events and proof Recycling & Solid Waste
grams. No batteries or fluorescent bulbs.
pryf@allentowncity.org

allentownrecycles.org, www.
allentownpa.gov

- Allentown Hiking Club
Box 1542
Allentown, PA 18105
Mike “Sparky” Wuerstle,
President
president@allentownhikingclub.
org
www.allentownhikingclub.org

j
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The Allentown Hiking Club, founded in 1931, has approximately 275 members from throughout the greater
Lehigh Valley. It has maintained a 10.3-mile section of
the Appalachian Trail since 1931. Its quarterly newsletter includes articles and a 3-month activities schedule. Meetings are the first Wednesday evening of the
month, currently at St. Timothy’s Lutheran Church in
Allentown. An enthusiasm for outdoor recreation and
adventure and concern for conservation of the resources
which make their activities possible bind its members
together.

-

Allentown Sustainability Office

435 West Hamilton Street
Allentown City Hall
Allentown, PA 18101-1699
(610) 437-8713
Fax: (610) 439-5947
Tom Kerr
kerrt@allentowncity.org
www.allentownpa.gov

-

This office was established with funding from the
U.S. Department of Energy’s Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Block Grant program, which is part of
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
(the “Stimulus Act”). One the office’s projects is the
Allentown Energy Conservation Program, which provides incentives (rebates and reduced interest rates for
loans) to residents, small businesses, and small not-forprofit organizations in the city to make energy-saving
improvements to their properties. Projects that would
qualify include weatherization, upgrading of HVAC and
lighting, solar and wind systems, efficient windows and
doors, and more.

Allentown Weed & Seed Program

435 Hamilton Street
Allentown, PA 18102

The Allentown Weed and Seed initiative is both a federal
and state officially-recognized weed and seed site. Weed
and seed refers to weeding out crime and seeding in that
(610) 437-7679
which supports revitalization. The Allentown initiative
Fax: (610) 437-8746
is concerned with safety, the reduction of crime, employment, drug and alcohol rehabilitation programs, youth
Phyllis Alexander
development and youth leadership programs, and the
alexander@allentowncity.org
beautification of homes and green space. Residents are
www.allentownweedandseed.org involved in every aspect of the revitalization of their community and work closely with the resource providers that
have partnered with the City of Allentown.

- Alliance for Sustainable Communities–Lehigh Valley
(484) 851-3910
Joris Rosse
info@sustainlv.org
www.sustainLV.org

The Alliance is a coalition of individuals, organizations,
and agencies working to promote sustainability in the
Lehigh Valley. As an umbrella organization, we work
to enhance the efforts of individual organizations and
to increase collective action and influence. The Alliance
sends out email communications of various sorts, focuses
on a variety of different concerns via working groups, endorses projects of other organizations, and develops projects of its own. Current working groups include: Energy,
Transitions, Directory, Website, and Community-Food
Connections. The Alliance also sends out a monthly calendar of sustainability events around the Lehigh Valley.
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1966 Creek Road
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-

American Civil Liberties Union of Pennsylvania –
Immigrants’ Rights Project

PO Box 663
Allentown, PA 18101-0663
(484) 350-3767
Emma Cleveland
ecleveland@aclupa.org
www.aclupa.org

Toll-Free Helpline
(877) 745-2558
(se habla español)

The ACLU of Pennsylvania is a nonprofit, nonpartisan
organization dedicated to defending and protecting our
individual rights and personal freedoms, including the
freedom of speech, the right to privacy, reproductive freedom, and equal treatment under the law. In the Lehigh
Valley the ACLU is focused on its Immigrants’ Rights
Project, which works to protect and enforce the civil
liberties of the immigrant population of Pennsylvania
through both community organizing, proactive public
education work, and through litigation. The project holds
workshops and events to help community members better understand their rights while within US borders.

- American Civil Liberties Union–Greater Lehigh Valley
1244 W Hamilton Street #103
Allentown, PA 18102
(215) 592-1513 ext. 122
Sara Mullen
smullen@aclupa.org

The ACLU is a nonpartisan organization devoted to the
defense of civil liberties in the United States. The ACLU
files legal briefs in cases involving violations of civil liberties. Its officials discuss problems of civil liberties with
officials of the United States government, and testify before legislative communities. The ACLU also conducts an
active educational program and holds workshops on how
to be an effective lobbyist. Other activities include an annual covered dish supper, meetings with great speakers to
discuss current issues such as the Patriot Act and gay and
lesbian rights, and an annual conference with workshops
conducted by ACLU activists and attorneys each May at
Penn State.

- Amnesty International (Lehigh Valley Group #347)
3505 Dartmouth Drive
Bethlehem, PA 18020
(610) 866-2655
Karen Berry, Coordinator
norberry@fast.net
www.aiusa.org
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Amnesty International is a worldwide human rights
movement working independently of all governments and
political ideologies to:
•• Secure the release of prisoners of conscience (men,
women and children detained anywhere solely because of their beliefs, ethnic origin, gender, sexual
orientation, color, or language, and who have neither
used nor advanced violence);
•• Ensure fair and prompt trials for all political prisoners; and
•• End all use of torture, ‘disappearance’, political killing,
and the death penalty.

-

Annie Prince Music & Film Producer and Fund Raising
Consultant

PO Box 211
Bethlehem, PA 18016-0211
(610) 282-0822
Annie Prince
annikapri@earthlink.net

Music Producer of concerts, albums and music videos,
Film Producer of documentary and feature films. Grant
writer and Fund Raiser, Consultant to nonprofit and public organizations in the US and UK. Trainer/Facilitator
in peace education, conflict resolution, community problem solving and coalition building. Co-Founder/Director
of Development of Pirates for Peace in Northern Ireland
since 1998, and our new organization ‘The Music of
Healing’ in the Middle East, both cross-community arts
& peace education non-profit organizations.
Business Listing

It’s good to realize that there are other human beings
out there and that we are in this together
Suzanne Hall, in “Claiming my Sanity”, page 35

Art of Living

1345 Martin Ct. Apt. 835
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(315) 406-2460
Arati Hunsemara
allentown@us.artofliving.org
www.artofliving.org/allentown

-

The Art of Living Foundation is a non-profit organization
inspired by Ravi Shankar, a spiritual leader, in 1982. The
foundation seeks to help build a global society focused
on the strength, peace, and joy that lie at the core of
every human being by nurturing the spirit and compassion of every individual. In the valley we offer Free Mind
& Meditation seminars briefing the role of “breath” in
managing our emotions & also lead through a guided
meditation.

Arts Community of Easton

PO Box 465
Easton, PA 18044
(610) 250-7627
Anthony Maraccini, President
info@eastonart.org
www.eastonart.net

The Arts Community of Easton is a non-profit grassroots organization of artists, educators, and supporters of
the arts. Monthly meetings showcase local and regional
artists. Projects during the year include studio tours, art
shows, art festivals, community art murals, and art education projects. Emphasis on community revitalization
through the arts is a priority.

5
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- Awakening Reiki
(610) 349-2522
Maria M. Hilton [Margarita]
girl4reiki@yahoo.com

Reiki is an ancient Japanese System of Natural and
Spiritual Healing which aims to promote health, maintain well-being and help people attain a higher consciousness. By laying the hands on specific areas of the patient’s
body, the practitioner channels Ki or “Life Energy” to
the patient to rebalance and replenish areas where it is
depleted. The patient’s energy levels will be balanced,
receiving stress and pain relief and a well-being sensation.
Reiki practitioners and healers have the commitment
to serve for the betterment of humankind and promote
awareness of a higher consciousness to heal every sentient
being as well as our planet .
Health Practitioner

Tara Morrison

- Balasia
(484) 330-6405
Wendy E Landiak
balasia-world@hotmail.com

Organic Catering by Balasia for any occasion, any time,
anywhere. Organic, vegan, vegetarian, gluten-free,
allergen-free—any dietary need accommodated. Call
Chef Wendy.

www.balasia.net

Business Listing

- Beginning Over Foundation
PO Box 3953
Easton, PA 18043
(610) 392-3837
Heidi Markow
heidi@beginningover.org
www.beginningover.org
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At the Beginning Over Foundation, we pledge our time,
energy and voices to protect victims of domestic abuse.
Our goal is to help shelter and protect families in crisis
and support long term solutions to help them rebuild and
sustain healthy lives and to raise awareness about intimate partner violence through education programs.

-

Bethlehem Bicycle Cooperative

14 West Raspberry St.
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(610) 954-9744
Scott Slingerland - Bike
Director
bbc@car-free.org
www.car-free.org/bbc/bbc.html

-

The Bethlehem Bicycle Cooperative (BBC) is part of
the Lehigh Valley Bike/Ped/Transit Center at 14 West
Raspberry Street in downtown Bethlehem. The BBC
facilitates the operation of 17 bicycle programs sponsored
by CAT-Coalition for Appropriate Transportation. These
programs include a blockwatch of the largest bus transfer
station in the Lehigh Valley with 3,500 riders and 200
buses daily. The point of the whole thing is to get YOU to
Bike Somewhere Today.

Bethlehem Compost Center

1480 Schoenersville Road
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(610) 865-7082
recycle@bethlehem-pa.gov

Bethlehem residents may drop off leaves, small brush,
hedge trimmings, garden plant residue, and Christmas
trees (no ornaments/tinsel). No grass, sod, or tree
stumps. Anyone may pick-up the free wood mulch or leaf
compost.

www.bethlehem-pa.gov/recycle

- Bethlehem Partnership for a Healthy Community
641 E Broad Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(610) 954-2100
Bonnie S. Coyle, M.D.
coyleb@slhn.org

The Bethlehem Partnership for a Healthy Community
is a collaborative initiative of a wide range of local businesses, government, educational, and community organizations. Their belief is that the community can work
together to improve the health status and quality of
life with children and families living in Bethlehem and
Fountain Hill through the physical, mental, emotional
and spiritual wellness of individual community members.
The Partnership’s three main strategic goals are to 1)
improve access to care; 2) promote child and adolescent
health; and 3) eliminate health disparities.

- Bethlehem Recycling
(610) 865-7082
recycle@bethlehem-pa.gov
www.bethlehem-pa.gov/recycle

The Bethlehem Recycling Drop-off Center is open for
anyone to drop off glass, cans, plastics, Styrofoam, newspapers in brown bags or tied in flat bundles, hard cover
books, magazines, cardboard, office paper, telephone
books, scrap metal and textiles. In addition, free shredding is available by appointment.
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635 Illick’s Mill Road
Bethlehem, PA 18018

( Local Economic Systems

I

t is estimated that the average American meal travels about 1500 miles to get from farm
to plate. If our food is grown that far from where we live, it is safe to assume that a fair
percentage of the money that we spend to purchase food will go to the grower who is
located 1500 miles away and to the food distributor, possibly located in Texas or Illinois. It
is highly unlikely that that same grower or distributor will travel 1500 miles to visit my local
community and purchase local goods or services, which would ultimately return the money
to the local economy that made the initial purchase.
Working in the food service industry, I’ve noticed that a large percentage of restaurants’
“standard operating procedure” is to source food and supplies from large, national wholesale
food distributors. Most chefs and owners do not think twice about this because the large nationals are typically the most convenient, lowest-priced food distributor. The top food distributors are Sysco, headquartered in Houston, Texas and U.S. Foodservice, headquartered in
Rosemont, Illinois. These large national, corporate-owned food distributors have historically
given little concern to where the food is grown or how the food is grown, although, they are
starting to change their ways for the better. Most food sold to (most) restaurants is produced
by large national corporations that manage large scale farms located hundreds, even thousands of miles from where they are finally consumed. Most of the goods provided by these
national food distributors are not sourced from the local economy.
Why should we be concerned about our local economic system? Why is local better than
global? Wikipedia defines an economic system as, “the structure of production, allocation of
economic inputs, distribution of economic outputs, and consumption of goods and services in
an economy.” Within this system, human and material resources are “converted” into goods
and services which in turn are exchanged with others for other goods and services. Goods
or services that you have are traded for goods or services someone else has. Bartering is not
always possible or feasible so money is used in place of actual good and services. Money allows us to exchange or compare apples to oranges. Today the world largely operates under a
global economic system based on the capitalist mode of production. What started as a small
economic system among a tribe or small town has grown to become a system that includes
the entire planet.
Economies were not always strictly local. The spice trade is a excellent example of a nonlocal economy that existed before “cheap energy”. Pre-historic cultures were trading goods
and materials over long distances but these were luxury items and did not represent the majority of economic activity. What are the most important goods and services? Essential items
such as food and water which we all must consume on a daily basis are important. Sourcing
these necessities as local as possible is the first thing that we need to do in order to ensure
basic survival. Any RTS (real-time strategy) computer gamer understands the importance of
having basic resources (e.g. trees for buildings, mines for energy crystals) that are located as
close as possible to their “home base”. The more local these resources are, the more quickly
they can be gathered and transported back to the gamer’s “home base”. It’s fast, efficient, reliable; and it’s how RTS games are won.
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So what can we learn from these gamers? In order for an economic system to sustain itself, the energy (money) of the system needs to stay within the system whenever possible. We
now have economies that range from the enormous global and national economies to state
and county economies and finally local economies. We are presently sourcing more and more
goods and services from global economies as opposed to our local economy and these global
goods and services are cheap because energy (fuel) is still cheap and the cost of labor in developing nations is also cheap. But rising energy costs will increase transportation costs and new
“Fair Trade” practices will bring an end to “slave labor” and provide fair wages to our global
workers, ultimately increasing labor costs.
As energy costs, transportation costs and labor costs continue to increase, people will begin to once again buy local because it’s cheaper. We should attempt to source locally whenever
possible from local farmers and smaller, locally headquartered food distribution companies.
We must be willing to pay a small price premium for the overwhelming benefit of keeping
money circulating within the local community rather than directing most of it off to a corporate office or grower that is quite possibly located out of state or worse, the country.
Think Local–Buy Local–Be Local

Rich Fegley
Rich is co-owner of Fegley’s Brew Works located in Bethlehem and Allentown

Chiharu Tokura
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- BikeAllentown
(484) 866-5287
John Sharpe
info@bikeallentown.com

BikeAllentown is an advocacy group dedicated to improving the Greater Allentown community by promoting safe and enjoyable bicycling for transportation and
recreation.

www.bikeallentown.com

Barbara Martyska

-

Black Forest Deli & Catering

745 W Union Blvd. & 7th Ave.
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(610) 865-3036
Victoria Shparber
blackforestdeli@gmail.com
www.bethlehemdeli.com

Local Lehigh Valley deli has been in business for the last
7 years. Concentrate on healthy living and of course eating. Our menu is health conscious. It consists of homemade, fresh and prepared daily items. Homemade soups,
dishes and more. Wraps, salads and paninis and ethnic
dishes such as halupkis, Russian borscht and more!
Healthy lunches, dinners and catering.
Business Listing
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-

Black Leadership Development Institute

127 S 13th Street
Allentown, PA 18102
(610) 437-3674
Fax: (610) 838-2440
Phyllis Alexander
smartalex@rcn.com

The BLDI provides training, education and community
to Black leaders in the Lehigh Valley. Black leaders are
reminded of the fundamental necessity of love of self as
the best way to be an effective change agent. A safe environment is created for Black leaders to heal from the
trauma of racism and all other isms that artificially divide
us from ourselves and others. Specific leadership skills
are taught so Black leaders may achieve their dreams in
healthy relationship with other Black African Heritage
people and with allies willing to follow and support our
leadership.

- Bruce Wilson Contracting
PO Box 211
Bethlehem, PA 18016
(610) 282-0822
Annie Prince, Co-Owner &
Business Manager
brucewilsoncontracting@
earthlink.net

LEED Accredited Professional. General contractor
specializing in green building, energy conservation, renewable energy, and historic preservation. Super energyefficient new construction, additions, and renovations.
Green Building consulting.

Business Listing

- Buy Fresh Buy Local – Greater Lehigh Valley
(610) 703-6954

Buy Fresh – Buy Local is a national program that connects consumers to the freshest and most delicious
Lynn Prior
locally-grown and produced foods. Our goal is to make
lynnprior@verizon.net
it easier for consumers to find, choose, appreciate local
foods, and support the farmers and lands that produce
www.
buylocalGreaterLehighValley.org them. The Greater Lehigh Valley chapter tries to meet
his goal by having locally produced food labeled at restaurants, farmers markets, stores, and events. Additionally,
we provide local food guides and educational materials
about the availability and benefits of buying local foods.
Look for the Label — Taste the Difference!
(See ad on inside back cover)
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- Carbon County Groundwater Guardians
PO Box 104
Palmerton, PA 18071
(570) 645-8597
Susan Gallagher
info@carbonwaters.org
www.carbonwaters.org

-

Caring Place

931 Hamilton Street
Allentown, PA 18101-1197
(610) 433-5683
Fax: (610) 433-9165
Mary Ellen Griffin
cplace200@aol.com
www.thecaringplace.org

-

The Caring Place is a non-profit youth development
organization. Its services focus around the low-income,
high-risk, inner city youth of Allentown, Pennsylvania.
The educational programs include science, math, reading
and art, just to name a few. Some of the social programs
include Sister to Sister and Man to Manhood. Our entrepreneurship program is linked to the Caring Coffee Cafe,
which is the most recent addition. Our goal is too improve the outlook for the lives of the children — today’s
youths are tomorrow’s future.

Casa Guadalupé Center

143 Linden Street
Allentown, PA 18101
(610) 435-9902
Fax: (610) 435-0898
Marisol or Sandra
(Receptionist)
mvelez@casalv.org
www.casalv.org

j

Carbon County Groundwater Guardians is dedicated
to protecting the residents of Carbon County from illnesses caused by our drinking water. We advance good
groundwater stewardship through efforts to raise awareness of local residents on a variety of groundwater issues,
endorse a county-wide recycling program for household
hazardous waste, and arrange for private well water testing through Wilkes University at a reduced cost.
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Casa Guadalupé Center is a non-profit, community-based
organization established in 1969 to meet the needs of
primarily the Latino residents in the Lehigh Valley. It
offers services for children, youth, adults, and elderly
residents, including after-school education programs
for youth in grades 1–12, GED preparation in Spanish,
Abstinence classes, English classes, Drug & Alcohol
services, case management, nutritional services through
WIC, referrals to outside agencies, and a half-day Senior
Center program. Casa works in partnership with other
organizations in the community to promote economic
empowerment, social mobility, and civic participation of
all residents of the Lehigh Valley.

-

CAT–Coalition for Appropriate Transportation

14 West Raspberry Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(610) 954-5744
Steve Schmitt, Director
director@car-free.org
www.car-free.org

CAT–Coalition for Appropriate Transportation is an
educational charity that works to improve mobility for
everyone. Improved walking, bicycling, and transit mean
a stronger economy, a higher quality of life. Appropriate
transportation choices mean less congestion, reduced pollution, fewer auto crash deaths and life-changing injuries,
too. Curbing our use of the automobile fights suburban
sprawl, obesity, and increasingly high medical costs.
CAT’s education programs encourage appropriate transportation choices for a more sustainable, pleasant lifestyle
a more active life, greater vitality, and improved health.
Enjoy CAR-FREE options!
•• Love Your Local Trail
•• Walk In Your Community
•• Bike Somewhere Today!
•• Enjoy the LANTA bus!

		

Tara Morrison

- Center for Humanistic Change
(484) 821-0375 ext. 12
Fax: (610) 317-0316
Annie Bickert
abickert@thechc.org
www.theCHC.org

CHC is a private, non-profit agency providing prevention education and life skills training. For 30 years, we
have delivered high quality educational programming
throughout the Lehigh Valley and have been dedicated to
the philosophy that people learn best by doing. Our mission is to engage individuals in opportunities to prepare
for life’s challenges through programs that encourage
healthy decision-making, positive choices, and peaceful
living. The majority of our work is in schools and with
youth agencies, but CHC also does work with adults
through the workplace and community groups. See our
website for full details on educational programs!
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2200 Avenue A, Suite 106
Bethlehem, PA 18017

- Circle of Stones Ritual Theatre Ensemble
2317 Minnich Road
Allentown, PA 18104
(610) 841-9774
Pana Columbus, Producing
Artistic Director
pana@circleofstones.org

Circle of Stones Ritual Theatre Ensemble is a professional, non-profit theatre company. Its mission is to catalyze positive and demonstrable transformations using the
performing arts. We do this by creating original theatre
productions, community festivals, and children’s educational outreach.

www.circleofstones.org

- Citizens for a Better Bethlehem
1021 Center Street
Bethlehem, PA 18016-1245
(610) 865-3137

Citizens for a Better Bethlehem is a political action committee that seeks to promote the quality of life in the
City of Bethlehem.

Dave Wickmann
dave@mcnp.org

Once democratic rights are won and the balance of power is shifted in
favor of workers, then the workers, the youth, students, and women will
be better placed to fight to expand the realm of social justice in the future.
Faramarz Farbod, in “Another World is Possible”, Essay on page 44

-

Clean Water Action

901 N New Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(610) 691-7395 ext. 4
Cathy Frankenberg
cfrankenberg@cleanwater.org
www.cleanwateraction.org

j
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Clean Water Action (CWA) is a statewide non-profit
citizen’s environmental organization which works for
clean water, clean air, safe, affordable drinking water,
and healthy communities. Through its door-to-door
neighborhood canvas, the organization helps citizens to
voice their concerns about environmental problems to
elected and appointed officials, urging them to pass and
enforce environmentally favorable laws and regulations.
CWA also does environmental research and shares this
information with legislators and allies to promote sound
solutions to environmental problems in ways that will
strengthen local communities. CWA speakers are available to address interested groups.

Collective Memory Project

PO Box 663
Allentown, PA 18102
(484) 350-3767
Emma Cleveland
collective.memory@sustainlv.org
www.collectivememoryproject.
wordpress.com

-

Columcille

2155 Fox Gap Road
Bangor, PA 18013
(610) 588-1174
William (Bill) Cohea, President
colum@epix.net
www.columcille.org

-

The Collective Memory Project seeks to encourage diverse audiences in the Lehigh Valley to engage with the
arts and humanities and focus on what we all have in
common. One of the goals is to show that the Lehigh
Valley community is made up of people who have either
immigrated to this area or are descendants of immigrants. The project used a multi-lingual team of interviewers, organizers, photographers, humanities experts,
and students to record the personal stories of various
cultures of the Lehigh Valley.

Columcille is a megalithic stone monument and nature
trail park located next to the Kirkridge Retreat Center
near Bangor, PA. The park is designed to inspire the
same spiritual energy and inner tranquility that many
experience on the ancient Celtic monastic island of Iona,
Scotland. Besides offering visitors a place to experience
solitude, Columcille also holds festive celebrations at the
summer solstice and on the ancient Celtic holidays of
Beltaine and Samhuinn. Columcille, a non-profit organization established to promote personal and societal transformation toward a more sustainable world, manages the
park and its associated activities.

Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley (CACLV)

1337 East 5th Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 691-5620
Fax: (610) 691-6582
Alan L. Jennings, Executive
Director
ajennings@caclv.org
www.caclv.org

The Community Action Committee of Lehigh Valley,
Inc. (CACLV) is a nonprofit corporation located in
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania working with low-income
residents to combat poverty. CACLV has been fighting
poverty with the help of donors, volunteers, board members, advisory boards and dedicated staff. CACLV hopes
to improve the quality of life in the Lehigh Valley area by
creating economic opportunities, give the locals a voice in
their community, and act as advocates to help locals address the challenges of ever-concentrating wealth against
ever-growing poverty and the failure of the marketplace
in many urban neighborhoods.
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Colleges & Universities
The greater Lehigh Valley region’s many fine colleges and universities have a variety of
resources that can promote sustainability, including courses, expert speakers, specialized
libraries, workshops and lectures, and special programs. (Some colleges operate programs in
more than one location.) Many events and resources are open to the public, but available resources and programs depend on the time of year and academic calendar. In most cases, the
website offers a calendar of events and a variety of other information. Contact the institution
directly for information about current offerings:
Cedar Crest College (Allentown)

(610) 437-4471

www.cedarcrest.edu

DeSales University (Center Valley)

(610) 282-1100

www.desales.edu

Kutztown University (Kutztown)

(610) 683-4000

www.kutztown.edu

Lafayette College (Easton)

(610) 330-5000

www.lafayette.edu

Lehigh Carbon Community College
(Schnecksville)

(610) 799-2121

www.lccc.edu

Lehigh University (Bethlehem)

(610) 758-3000

www.lehigh.edu

Moravian College (Bethlehem)

(610) 861-1300

www.moravian.edu

Muhlenberg College (Allentown)

(484) 664-3100

www.muhlenberg.edu

Northampton Area Community College
(Bethlehem)
(610) 861-5300

www.northampton.edu

Penn State University – Lehigh Valley
(Center Valley)
(610) 285-5000

www.lv.psu.edu

(Also see listing for Lehigh Valley Association of Independent Colleges on page 39.)

To accomplish anything in life, you must be strong yourself....
the air we breathe, how healthy our food is, the stresses we
put ourselves under all have different effects on our health.
Katherine Goscilo, in “letter from the editor”, essay facing the
acknowledgements page
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- Community Exchange Time Dollar Network
17th & Chew Streets
PO Box 7017
Allentown, PA 18105
(610) 969-2491
Fax: (610) 969-3951
Kathy Perlow
community.exchange@lvhn.org
www.lvhn.org/lvhn/Programs_
and_Events/Programs|2270

Community Exchange is a “neighbor to neighbor” intergenerational model of Time Banks USA. Community
Exchange connects individuals and organizations in a
supportive network that respects the gifts and assets of
all members and values all service provided equally. One
hour of service earns one Time Dollar. Time Dollars are
used to request services from others in the network. The
list of services available varies depending on the unique
skills, talents and abilities of the current members. The
possibilities are endless.

- Compassionate Yoga
PO Box 784
Cherryville, PA 18035
610 760-1530
Juanita Carra-Budzek, RN
juanitacarrab@gmail.com
www.compassionateyoga.com

Creating Peace, Health & Harmony for the body, mind,
and emotions. Reverse stress and anxiety, experience rest
and recovery from physical trauma, surgery, and chronic
conditions, or simply learn Yoga for your health and well
being. Shamanic work to heal the spirit, release emotional wounds, clear the chakras and luminous energy field,
retrieve lost soul parts, map destiny, and shift personal
circumstances through sacred ceremony and intention.
Founder of Compassionate Yoga Juanita’s Yoga practice
and medical background span 4 decades. She has a natural ability to adapt her practice to individual challenges.
As a Yogini and Shaman she emphasizes complete reverence for Nature and all beings.
Health Practitioner

Congregations United for Neighborhood Action (CUNA)

317 N 4th Street
Allentown, PA 18102
(610) 434-1260
Joshua Chisholm, Director
cuna.director@rcn.com
www.piconetwork.org

CUNA is a faith-based community organization working to develop leaders in low income neighborhoods of
the Lehigh Valley and engage in problem solving strategies. We believe in the power of relationships and the
capacity of neighborhood residents to identify, research
and resolve their own problems. CUNA offers training and support to strengthen civic participation in the
democratic process. CUNA is affiliated with the PICO
Network, a national network of faith-based community
organizations.
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( Embracing Diversity

T

hink about that poster—I’m sure you’ve seen it because it hangs in many an elementary school classroom—of children holding hands around a cartoon globe, their skin
varying shades of the rainbow. They might be wearing traditional dress from their
country of origin, and they are smiling as they stand together. This is the image we give to our
children to represent the ideal picture of the world, everyone working in a united, diverse community.
It would be hard to find an American that openly finds the first image offensive. I think the
poster is more ideally American than schools segregated by skin color or restaurants that hang
signs reading “All Legals Served” as in Hazelton, Pennsylvania.
It has become clear that some people feel that they must fight to protect the dominant culture from attack: the culture that has its roots in hundreds of years of immigration from Protestant, Western European countries. Of course, those ancestors were immigrants too, and they
were looking for a place where they could be free from persecution by the majority. Now as a
majority, it’s easy to look for a newcomer to blame, a scapegoat, but the truth is that we are all in
this together. When we pit ourselves against one another—legal/illegal, white/black, rich/poor,
Christian/Muslim, or whatever it may be—we create chasms that can only harm our communities.
So, we know that we want unity, but the issue is much more complex than our elementary
school, hand holding poster suggests. What do we want our community to look like? I think
it is hard to find the melting-pot imagery of the past relevant today. Do we want to fight for a
homogeneous monoculture? It doesn’t work for ecology, so I’d argue that it doesn’t work for
society either. Protecting marginal cultures’ right to be distinct from the majority is part of our
work as community members. Many Americans are left to remember their predecessors with
nostalgia, perhaps cooking lasagna for Christmas dinner or wearing a kilt to a wedding, an attempt to grasp for a heritage that was assimilated and lost.
When we say that we want diversity, we mean that want a truly multicultural society. That
means embracing more than just the parts of each culture that go down easy, the tacos, the saris
and the pho soup. We want a society that demands tolerance for cultural differences that rub
us the wrong way at first. The United States differs from many other nations because we hold
to the principle that you have the right to express yourself, to worship as you please and to differ
from the dominant culture.
I believe that we will build stronger communities when we take time to understand why
differences may bother us. If we recommend that newcomers sit down, submit, conform and be
quiet, we are denying them the very rights that they came to this country in search of. So let’s
stand up for our right to differ from one another, to disagree, to debate. As Charles Schurz, a
German-born general who fought for the Union in the Civil War, said, “If you want to be free,
there is but one way; it is to guarantee an equally full measure of liberty to all your neighbors.
There is no other.”

Emma Cleveland
Emma coordinates the Immigrants’ Rights Project for the ACLU of Pennsylvania and is one
of the organizers of the Collective Memory Project.
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- Creative Holistic Therapy
3037 S. Pike Ave. #105
Allentown, PA 18103

Lyn S. Felix is an ordained Interfaith Minister available
for ceremonies, rituals, and to help clients overcome emotional, mental and physical challenges. Her holistic coun(610) 282-0709
seling and mind body spiritual therapies focused on stress
reduction in daily life allow clients to feel better, and
Lyn S. Felix
experience a more peaceful, meaningful life. In addition,
therapylyn@yahoo.co
she has joined Barbara Marx Hubbard in an international
www.creativeholistictherapy.com group working on developing a global, virtual syncon
December 22nd 2012.
Health Practitioner

- Delaware and Lehigh National Heritage Corridor
2750 Hugh Moore Park Road
2nd Floor
Easton, PA 18042
(610) 923-3548
Fax: (610) 923-0537
info@delawareandlehigh.org
www.delawareandlehigh.org

The Delaware & Lehigh National Heritage Corridor,
Inc. strives to be the leader in the preservation, protection, conservation, interpretation and enrichment of the
cultural and natural resources that distinguish the area
as nationally significant and thus worthy of the designation as a National Heritage Corridor and State Heritage
Area. This is accomplished by serving local agencies, empowering partnerships, guiding stewardship and undertaking actions that respect our rich heritage and enhance
the prosperity of our communities.

- Delaware Valley Green Building Council – Lehigh Valley Branch
Natalie Beckwith
lehighvalley@dvgbc.org
www.dvgbc.org

The Delaware Valley Green Building Council is the local
Chapter of the U.S. Green Building Council, the nation’s
foremost coalition of leaders from across the building
industry working to promote buildings that are environmentally responsible, profitable, and healthy places to
live and work. Our mission is to transform the Delaware
Valley through sustainable and environmentally responsible planning, design, construction and operation of the
region’s buildings, landscapes, cities and communities,
mindful of the legacy left for future generations.
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Bethlehem, PA 18015

- Dewey Kerns
P.O. Box 263
Effort, PA 18330
(570) 629-1173
Dewey Kerns
dewey10859@aol.com

Representative of Wellness Company that develops and
manufactures products that are safe for families, their
homes, and the earth. Products free of harsh chemicals
such as chlorine, ammonia, and formaldehyde; contain no
phosphates or aerosols; and are non-alkaline, of naturally
derived ingredients and very effective. In addition many
are super concentrated. I work to build the company’s
customer base by setting up direct customer accounts
and working closely with others on my marketing team as
they do the same.
Business Listing

Tara Morrison

- Earth Child Photography
356 Hard Hill Road
Hamburg, PA 19526
(610) 562-5721
Tara Morrison
sweetearthchild@live.com

Natural light, sustainable photography of maternity,
newborn, children & families. Also available for commissions and small event photography. A finished piece is
made entirely of recycled or renewable materials. Located
on a historic farm in Virginville, PA. By appointment.

sweetearthchild.com

j
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Eastern Pennsylvania Permaculture Guild

(484) 949-1600
Melissa Miles
freethought01@mac.com
www.meetup.com/permie

-

Easton Recycling

500 Bushkill Drive
Easton, PA 18042
www.easton-pa.gov/
pwcurbrecycling.html

-

Meet other local people who support permaculture design for creating more sustainable human environments.
Everyone welcome, including all regional residents,
friends & supporters! Permaculture offers practical solutions to many of the problems facing the world by using
ecology as the basis of organizing systems of food production, housing, technology, economics and community.
Please join us as we cultivate a beautiful, delicious and
healthy tomorrow! Activities include discussion groups,
tours, workshops & more.

The City’s recycling drop-off center hours of operation are
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Saturdays & Sundays from 10:00
am to 2:00 pm. The Center is located at 500 Bushkill
Drive, just west of the 4th Street exit ramp in downtown
Easton. Patrons should drive carefully through the complex and follow the designated recycling lane that will lead
to the drop-off center. Accepts: Comingled plastic containers, glass, and cans, corrugated cardboard, and mixed
paper, cardboard, and junk mail. The Center will collect
all of the same recyclable materials that are collected curbside and also printer cartridges, cell phones and chargers.
Recycling containers can be purchased at the Recycling
Center or the Treasurers Office in City Hall.

Easton Weed and Seed

1201 Ferry Street
First Floor
Easton, PA 18042
(610) 438-2680
Fax: (610) 438-3074
Laura Accetta
laccetta@easton-pa.gov
www.easton-pa.gov

A community revitalization initiative funded by the PA
Commission on Crime and Delinquency promoting a
safe community in Easton’s West Ward by mobilizing
concerned citizens starting in 2000. Easton’s Weed and
Seed Initiative creates a safer and stronger community by
funding programs that “weed” neighborhoods of drugs,
guns, nuisance bars and violent offenders and then “seed”
the community with economic and social programs that
address the root causes of crime such as poverty, unemployment, illiteracy and lack of job skills training. We
collaborate with residents, local leaders, law enforcement,
faith and community-based organizations and other
stakeholders within the neighborhood.
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Environmental Advisory Councils
123 Chestnut Street, Suite 401
Philadelphia. PA 19106
(215) 592-7020 ext. 107
Khiet Luong
kluong@pecpa.org
www.eacnetwork.org

Environmental Advisory Councils are established at the local level, as provided by state law,
to advise municipal governments on issues such as:
•• Identifying environmental problems;
•• Identifying environmentally sensitive areas such as flood-prone areas, swamps, and
other unique natural areas;
•• Making recommendations for the most appropriate use of open land;
•• Developing Open Space plans and programs;
•• Recommending and assisting in developing projects to protect the environment; and
•• Promoting community environmental programs.
For additional information and current contact information, check with your local government or the Pennsylvania Environmental Council EAC Network.
As of March 2011, we identified EACs in the following municipalities:
Lehigh County
•• Alburtis Borough
•• Allentown City
•• Emmaus Borough & Upper Milford
Township
•• Heidelberg Township
•• Longswamp Township
•• Lower Macungie Township
•• Lynn Township
•• Salisbury Township
•• South Whitehall Township
•• Upper Saucon Township
•• Weisenberg Township
•• Whitehall Township

Northampton County
•• City of Bethlehem
•• Buckshill Township
•• Easton
•• Lower Mount Bethlehem Township
•• Lower Nazareth Township
•• Lower Saucon Township
•• Moore Township
•• Nazareth Borough Ecology Commitee
•• PalmerTownship
•• Plainfield Township
•• Upper Mount Bethlehem Township
•• Upper Saucon Township
•• Washington Township

Berks County (eastern)
•• Amity Township
•• District Township
•• Exeter Township
•• Hereford Township
•• Longswamp Township
•• Pike Township
•• Washington Township

Bucks County (northern)
•• Durham Township
•• New Britain Township
•• Nockamixon Township
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Monroe (southern)
•• Middle Smithfield Township

- EcoMom Alliance of the Lehigh Valley
Bethelehem, PA 18018
Debbie Cattell
parents-929@meetup.com
www.meetup.com/LehighValley-EcoMoms

The EcoMom Alliance is a non-profit organization
inspiring and empowering women to help reduce the climate crisis and create a sustainable future. We also help
to alleviate the isolation and overextension so common
among today’s mothers. This group is about fostering a
community more oriented toward intrinsic values. We
believe the most effective avenue we have for change is by
teaching our children to live responsibly and sustainably
through example and open-minded discussion. This is a
forum for sharing ideas about the common goals we have
for our families and the future of the environment the
next generation will inherit.

- Edge of the Woods Native Plant Nursery
2415 Route 100
Orefield, PA 18069
(610) 395-2570
Fax: (610) 395-3546
Louise L. Schaefer
or Susan Tantsits
info@edgeofthewoodsnursery.com
www.edgeofthewoodsnursery.com

The Lehigh Valley’s only native plant nursery. Detailed
signage and information available at the nursery will help
you in your selection and our knowledgeable staff will
be happy to assist you. Design services and consultation
available. Native plants are uniquely adapted to our climate and soil and play an important role in the environment. Bring Life to Your Landscape with Native Plants!
Open Monday through Saturday, closed on Sundays.
Check website or call for hours and information on special events. (See website for directions)

Business Listing

- Family Connection of Easton, Inc.
(610) 250-2400
Jessica R. Dreistadt
dreistadtj@eastonsd.org
www.eastonsd.org/fc

Family Connection of Easton, Inc. is the family center
in the Easton Area School District. Since 1998, we have
helped children be successful in school by: engaging and
supporting families; removing barriers to learning; developing positive family-school-community partnerships; providing extra learning opportunities. Our vision: Creating
a compassionate community where all children and
families have the opportunity to achieve academic and
personal success Our mission: Family Connection is a
catalyst for change within families, schools, and communities. Through a team approach that includes families, the
Easton Area School District, and community organizations, we improve academic performance, the quality of
life, and the strength of our community.
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723 Coal Street
Easton, PA 18042

-

Farm to City

1315 Walnut Street
Suite 1325
Philadelphia, PA 19107
(215) 733-9599
Bob Pierson, Program Director
bob@farmtocity.org
www.farmtocity.org

Real Farmers-Real Food. Farm to City unites communities, families, and farmers year round through good local
food. Programs for Southeast Pennsylvania:
•• Farmers’ Markets in Philadelphia Area
•• Community Supported Agriculture (CSA) – delivering shares to Philadelphia and nearby towns
•• Winter Harvest – delivering orders to Philadelphia
and nearby towns
•• Web services to the sustainable farming community

Farmers' Markets (Producer only)
Allentown Plaza Growers' Market (June to Oct) on Wed. (11:30-1:30)
PPL Plaza at 9th & Hamilton.

www.plazagrowersmarket.com

Bath Farmers Market (June to Oct) on Fri. (3-7)

Keystone Park at the intersection of Race Street and Green Street in Bath PA, 18014.
www.bathfarmersmarket.org

Bethlehem Farmers Market (May 19th-Oct 27 ) on Thurs. (11-3)
Campus Sq. between New Street and Maket Street.
www.campussquare.net/bethlehem-famers-market

Boyertown Farmers Market (June to Oct) on Sat. (10-1)

100 South Walnut St. of Boyerstown Museum of Historic vehicles.
www.boyertownpa.org/farmersmarket/

Easton Farmers Market (May to Nov) on Sat. (9-1)
Centre Square in Downtown, Easton.
www.eastonfarmersmarket.com

Emmaus Farmers Market (May to Nov) on Sun. (10-2)
Emmaus KNBT parking lot, 235 Main Street.
www.emmausmarket.com

Macungie Farmers Market (June to Oct) on Thurs. (4-7)
Macungie Memorial Park, 50 Poplar Macgunie Street
www.macungie.pa.us/farmersmarket.htm

Saucon Valley Farmers Market (May to Nov) on Sun. (9-1)
Water Street Park, Water Street in Hellertown.
www.svfarmersmarket.org

Additional PA Farmers Markets at www.farmersmarketonline.com/fm/Pennsylvania.htm
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Fegley’s Brew Works

812 West Hamilton Street
Allentown, PA 18101
(610) 509 8996
Rich and Mike Fegley
rich@the brewworks.com
mike@thebrewworks.com
www.brewworks.com

Fegley’s Brew Works is a local brewery that is grateful
for the world’s gifts. The Fegley brothers believe that part
of their responsibility is to pass on the food provided by
the environment as natural as nature intended it to be.
Their main focus is shortening the time between a food
being picked from the ground and being placed on one’s
plate, as most of their vendors are located within 100
miles of their establishments. In addition, every month
the Allentown Brew Works holds a Green Drinks event
where individuals interested in sustainable business,
policy and living may interact and network.
(See ad on page 90)
Business Listing

Foodshed Alliance

PO Box 713
Blairstown, NJ 07825
(908) 362-7967
Fax: (908) 362-7907
Tara Bowers
info@foodshedalliance.org
www.foodshedalliance.org

-

The Foodshed Alliance is a grassroots, non-profit devoted
to promoting fresh and healthy locally-grown food and
profitable, sustainable farming in northwestern NJ. We
believe that the future of our health, our land, and our
communities depends, to a great extent, on the existence
of local farms—that farmers are the keystone to our connection with our food, the land, and our sense of place.
It is this conviction that drives us to work with farmers,
consumers, and agricultural professionals to foster a selfsustaining foodshed that sustains farmers, nourishes people, respects the land, and strengthens our communities.

FreeCycle

www.freecycle.org

The Freecycle Network is made up of many individual groups across the globe, including local groups
in Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton, Emmaus, and many
others. It’s a grassroots and entirely nonprofit movement
of people who are giving (& getting) stuff for free in their
own towns. Each local group is moderated by a local volunteer. One person’s trash can truly be another’s treasure!
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( A Day in the Life

I

t’s 6:30 in the morning. I am scrambling an egg white in a non-stick pan from an egg
that, one minute earlier, had been nesting in a plastic egg carton, surrounded by 11 other eggs stamped with a red USDA certified organic stamp. I fill a glass half way with filtered water, the other half with “no sugar added” cran-grape juice and sit down at the table to
eat my breakfast. Ten minutes later, I am in the shower using shampoo claimed to have never
been tested on animals, and shortly after that, moisturizer, eye-liner and lip gloss. Dressed,
I hop in my car, merge onto Route 22, and begin the slow crawl to work. As I unlock the
door to my lab, I am blasted by a myriad of odors, including fetal pig preservative and cleaning products—the hallmarks of the biology lab. Lunchtime cannot come soon enough and I
scoff down last night’s leftovers that I have just heated (in my glass dish) in the microwave. I
work in my office for most of the afternoon, leaving my chair only to take a quick walk with a
colleague. As the work day winds down, I head to my yoga class before coming home to eat a
quick dinner, prepare for my classes the next day, and finally fall into bed.
At first glance, one might presume that although mundane, I live a pretty healthy lifestyle. But as much as I try, there are certain things beyond my control that challenge my
greatest efforts. Starting with my breakfast, I am mindful that although food labeled “certified organic” is presumably just that, the reality is that we can’t always know if the free-roaming chickens that laid those eggs were roaming across land that had been pesticide treated
30 years ago or if the organic feed they ate was truly free of organophosphorous products.
And, even if the organic feed was free of synthetic pesticides, chances are that it contained
residuals of organic plant or bacterial pesticides that are approved for use in organic farming,
some of which are neurotoxic. The plastic packaging that my egg came in most likely contains
bisphenol A (BPA) and/or phthalates, common ingredients in modern plastics, and known
disruptors of the endocrine system. And while we don’t eat the plastic containers, we do eat
the food that’s been sitting in them, absorbing these toxic substances. My non-stick cooking pan is coated with fluoropolymers, which makes clean-up easier, and cuts out my need to
cook my egg using butter, but are carcinogenic at high temperatures. My water filter gives me
some peace of mind that I have eliminated potentially dangerous substances like lead, arsenic,
cadmium, or chromium from my drinking water, but it doesn’t remove the pharmaceutical
residues that are lurking in our water supply.
As I move through my morning routine, I am exposed to nanoparticles in my moisturizer
and cosmetics. providing me protection from UV light, decreasing my risk of skin cancer. But
nanoparticles are so small that they can be absorbed through my skin and pass through my
cell membranes and their biological effect of this is still unknown. Many wonder what potential risks nanoparticles pose not only to human health, but also to the environment.
My drive to work poses its own set of problems. While the most obvious health risk is
a car accident, the less obvious, but more likely risks come from the invisible toxins present
in the auto exhaust, industrial emissions, and ozone that I am breathing. And the situation
doesn’t improve as I enter the building where I work. Indoor air containing organic chemi-
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cals, VOCs, found in aerosols and solvents, cleaning products, and paint can not only cause
respiratory irritation, but also nausea, fatigue, and dizziness, in the short-term, and cancer
and heart disease in the long-term.
In spite of my best efforts to maintain a healthy lifestyle, there are many external factors
beyond my control that, at times, make my efforts seem futile. I remind myself that change
begins with individuals committed to educating others about the threats that environmental
practices have on their health and continues with the masses speaking out and demanding it.
While public health practitioners have been doing this for years, it is time for others to step
up and join the environmental revolution. Human health is everyone’s issue.

by Chrysan Cronin, MS, MPH
Chrys teaches Biology and directs the Public Health program at Muhlenberg College

Tara Morrison
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- Frey’s Better Foods
1575 Main Street
Hellertown, PA 18055
(610) 838-6989
Bruce or Diane Haas
bhaas30745@aol.com

We offer a complete line of health food products and
vitamins, a wide selection of organic foods and organic
produce, gluten-free products, hormone- and antibioticfree meats, and bulk items. We support local farmers!
An unsolicited testimonial “As a steady customer for
all these 25 years of Frey’s Better Foods I cherish the
friendly atmosphere, the go-local feel, and the high quality goods. If what you’re looking for is not one of the vast
number of stocked items, Diane will usually be able to
special order it for you.”
(See ad on page 90)
Business Listing

- Godfrey Daniels
7 E Fourth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 867-2390
Mary Radakovits, board
secretary
correspondence@godfreydaniels.
org
www.godfreydaniels.org

Godfrey Daniels is a member-supported, volunteer-run,
not-for-profit listening room. Our vision is to present
the finest of folk music and performing arts through
the “Godfrey’s Experience”, that is, the presentation of
the folk arts in a comfortable and spontaneous environment, accessible to all ages and backgrounds. Through
the unique experience of live music, we create an intimate
link among the musicians, audience members, and volunteers. Godfrey Daniels stands out by providing professional yet non-intimidating performance conditions,
encouraging aspiring regional talent, and further developing the fabric of our local musical arts community.
Godfrey Daniels is a vital part of the cultural fabric of the
SouthSide Bethlehem and Lehigh Valley communities.

- Good Schools Pennsylvania
6757 Greene Street #310
Philadelphia, PA 19119
(866) 720-4086
Janis Risch
info@goodschoolspa.org
www.goodschoolspa.org
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Good Schools Pennsylvania is the citizens’ voice for
public education, formed in 2001 to inform and engage
citizens around comprehensive school funding and education reform. Good Schools Pennsylvania believes that
the changes that are needed to improve schools will occur
when we join together in support of: 1) adequate funds
that are equitably distributed; 2) educational programs
that are proven to boost student achievement; and 3)
common-sense accountability measures.

-

Greenline Paper Company

631 South Pine Street
York, PA 17403
(800) 641-1117
Fax: (717) 846-3806
Stephen Baker
info@greenlinepaper.com
www.greenlinepaper.com

Since 1992 GreenLine Paper Company has been dedicated solely to the sales of quality, environmentally-sound
products. It is our company vision to grow with the support of satisfied customers and help lead the office products industry to higher levels of sustainability. Unlike
conventional office product companies, GreenLine is
owned and operated by environmentalists, that’s why
every purchase is a trustworthy investment in a better
world. Conservation of precious forest resources is fundamental to a healthy planet ecology. We are dedicated
to selling only recycled and tree-free papers. Additionally,
we have found many products that are whitened without
chlorine.
(See ad on back cover)
Business Listing

-

Greenway Creative Learning Center

3119 Seiples Station Road
Whitehall, PA 18052
(610) 799-3635
Deb Miller
greenway@ptd.net
www.greenwayclc.com

Greenway is founded on conservationist principles. We
are a back-to-basics, common sense, ecologically sound,
creative early learning center in the Lehigh Valley. We
provide children with a clean, uncluttered environment,
nature-based indoor and outdoor activities, daily yoga,
positive affirmations, whole foods, classical music, and
fine & creative arts programs. Children develop socially,
emotionally, and physically while enhancing their critical
and creative thinking skills and garnering a sense of personal and social responsibility.
Business Listing

Habitat For Humanity

245 N Graham Street
Allentown, PA 18109
(610) 776-7737
Fax: (610) 776-7569
Christopher J. Bennick, CEO
office@habitatlehighvalley.org
www.habitatlehighvalley.org

Habitat for Humanity of the Lehigh Valley is a nonprofit
organization that works to draw the local community
together in a large-scale collaborative effort to build
simple, decent and affordable homes for hard-working,
disadvantaged families in the Lehigh Valley. Hundreds of
local volunteers and thousands of supporters help make
the Habitat mission possible. Please contact the office to
see how you can help!
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- Hawk Mountain Sanctuary
1700 Hawk Mountain Road
Kempton, PA 19529
(610) 756-6961
Fax: (610) 756-4468
Mary Linkevich
info@hawkmountain.org
www.hawkmountain.org

Hawk Mountain Sanctuary is the world’s first refuge for
birds of prey and an international center for raptor conservation. Renowned for its migration of thousands of
hawks, eagles, and falcons that pass each autumn, Hawk
Mountain Sanctuary offers one of North America’s finest
experiences in nature observation. Visit our website for a
list of public programs, events, and volunteer opportunities. The Sanctuary operates a 2600-acre natural area,
8-mile trail system with half a dozen scenic overlooks, and
a visitor center. Its staff and volunteers conduct education,
stewardship, and research programs, local to international
in scope. Highly regarded for its 70 years of leadership, today the Sanctuary remains the largest member-supported
raptor conservation organization in the world.

- Healthy Alternatives Food & Nutrition Center
7150 Hamilton Boulevard
Trexlertown, PA 18087
(610) 366-2070
Fax: (610) 366-0543
Dianne Burg C.N.
hanc@nni.com

We are a full range food and nutrition center.
Specializing in organic produce, organic foods of all
kinds. Our vitamin department is extensive. Our staff
is knowledgeable. We have a certified nutritionist at the
store 3 days a week. We offer organic soups, sandwiches
and salads made on the premises daily.

www.healthyalternatives.com
Business Listing

- Heat Shed, Inc.
PO Box 336
267 Rock Ridge Road
Revere, PA 18953
(610) 847-2064
Fax: (610) 847-2110
Charles Reichner
charlie@heatshed.com
www.heatshed.com

j

Heat Shed is a leader in residential solar power, installing over two megawatts of solar power in New Jersey
and Pennsylvania. Heat Shed sees solar energy as clean,
quiet and maintenance free. We run our homes and
businesses solely on solar power. Working with solar
energy helps reduce CO2 emissions, our dependence on
foreign oil, and spins your electric meter backwards! The
environmental benefits, along with rebates offered by the
government, make now the perfect time to join the Heat
Shed family!

Business Listing
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Heritage Conservancy

85 Old Dublin Pike
Doylestown, PA 18901
(215) 345-7020
Fax: (215) 345-4328
Clifford C. David, Jr.
info@heritageconservancy.org
www.heritageconservancy.org

-

Hispanic Center

520 E Fourth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 868-7800
Olga Negron

-

Heritage Conservancy is a non-profit organization dedicated to preserving our natural and historic heritage
through assessment, education, and implementation. We
support open space and natural resource protection, biodiversity, and wildlife habitat restoration. We use a variety of strategies, including the formation of public/private
partnerships, the education of key decision makers, effective land-use planning, the purchase of conservation
easements, acquisition, and conservation-based development. We assist communities in developing smart growth
strategies emphasizing regional and watershed planning,
and support community actions that enhance and restore
natural systems and encourage stewardship of open lands.

The mission of the Hispanic Center is to identify, represent, and respond to the needs, interests, and concerns of
the Latino community and the community at large. As
part of its mission, the Center promotes voter registration
and provides advocacy services. Goals are to stimulate
and encourage the social, economic, cultural, moral, and
educational advancement for all sectors of the community; to collaborate with community agencies, organizations, health service providers, schools, and businesses.
The Center provides programs and services for all ages,
including a diversity of services to the entire extended
family, including employment; information and referral;
women, infants and children; latino outreach; and computer classes for adults.

Home & Planet

25 East Third Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 866-7370
Jon Clark
homeandplanet@fast.net

Home & Planet is one of the largest retail stores in the
nation dedicated to high style, earth-friendly home furnishings and gifts. We represent over 300 artists and
small companies whose products are made from recycled,
organic, and sustainably harvested materials.

www.homeandplanet.com

Business Listing
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- Illick’s Mill Partnership
PO Box 204
Bethlehem, PA 18016
(610) 653-0908
Karen Dolan
project@illicksmill.org
www.illicksmill.org

The Illick’s Mill Partnership for Environmental
Education is an innovative nonprofit dedicated to restoring Bethlehem’s Illick’s Mill into an environmental education center and model for green technology, sustainable
development, and energy efficiency. The Partnership
holds many public events to raise funds and awareness,
including environmental education and sustainable energy programs mostly aimed at young people and fundraisers such as RiverFusion, an all-day music and nature
festival held in the spring. Members receive a quarterly
newsletter and personal invitations to our events.

- In the Heart of Reiki
819 N Lynn Street
Fountain Hill, PA 18015
(610) 866-0788
intheheartofreiki@gmail.com
www.intheheartofreiki.
wordpress.com

Through In The Heart of Reiki trainings, we teach
people how to become practitioners of Reiki, a Japanese
spiritual vibration healing process. Self-Reiki is the cornerstone of the teaching. Through classes and private sessions we intend to increase availability of Reiki in medicine, hospice and nursing homes in the Lehigh Valley.

Health Practitioner

A more sustainable system of employment will sprout out of the
growing need for more local products of a higher quality and more
ethical treatment of not only workers, but people in general
Rachel LeWitt, in “Sustainability in the Workplace”, page 64

- International Institute for Restorative Practices
544 Main Street
PO Box 229
Bethlehem, PA 18016
(610) 807-9221
Laura Mirsky
lauramirsky@iirp.org
www.iirp.org
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A master’s degree-granting graduate school providing
training and consulting to educators and other youthserving professionals survive and thrive in their work.
The International Institute for Restorative Practices
(IIRP) grew out of the Community Service Foundation
and Buxmont Academy (CSF Buxmont), nonprofit
organizations providing education, counseling, and residential services for troubled youth and their families in
eastern Pennsylvania since 1977.

-

iSpring

1885 Dartford Road
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 730-8246
Fax: (610) 868-3630
Andrea Wittchen
awittchen@ispringassociates.com
www.ispringassociates.com

iSpring helps companies identify savings through the
implementation of sustainable business practices and
operations. iSpring analyzes processes and operations,
conducts baseline sustainability assessments, develops
cost-saving recommendations, and assists with implementation, including identifying funding sources for projects.
Services iclude: sustainability assessment and planning,
cost reduction, project funding identification, sustainability marketing and communications, sustainability advising/management, alternative energy systems evaluation.
Business Listing

Jacobsburg State Park Environmental Education Center

835 Jacobsburg Road
Wind Gap, PA 18091
(610) 746-2801
Bill Sweeney
wisweeney@state.pa.us
www.dcnr.state.pa.us/stateparks/
parks/jacobsburg.aspx

-

The primary purpose of the Jacobsburg Environmental
Education Center is to serve as an outdoor classroom
for environmental and heritage education and to provide
opportunities for enjoying healthful outdoor recreation
experiences and exercise. In meeting these purposes,
the natural, scenic, aesthetic, and historical values of
Jacobsburg and the Bushkill Creek Watershed are the first
consideration of Jacobsburg and its partner organizations.
Stewardship responsibilities should be carried out in a
way that protects the natural outdoor experience for the
enjoyment of current and future generations. To join us on
these outdoor experiences, please visit us at our website!

The Journey Home

Landis Center
Lafayette College
Easton, PA 18042
(610) 330-5813
Dr. Bonnie Winfield
winfielb@lafayette.edu

The Journey Home is a network of programs and volunteers to assist women from Northampton County Prison
in their re-integration into the Easton Community. The
program consists of three phases: Getting Started begins
during incarceration with individual and group activities,
narrative and art expressive therapy, book club, art class,
and personal counseling; Going Home sets up goals,
resources, and a supportive network for the first year of
integration into the community; and Staying Home consists of establishing a life-long pattern of healthy living
including a commitment to self, family, and community.
Circles of Caring is compassionate, dedicated, trained
volunteers offering support, mentoring, and advocacy to
women who have demonstrated a desire and commitment
to change. Volunteers needed!
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- Joyce Moore Financial Services
PO Box 175
Macungie, PA 18062-0175
(610) 966-6127
Joyce Moore
joyce@jmfs.com

Since 1991, Joyce Moore Financial Services has been specializing in socially responsible investing. We match your
portfolio with your values. By working on a fee-basis,
hourly, or commission basis, we know there’s a way we
can help you reach your financial goals.

www.jmfs.com
Business Listing

- Judith Pennington
5752 Shady Lane
Bath, PA 18014
(610) 837-4166
Judith Pennington
judy@eaglelife.com
www.EagleLife.com

Judith Pennington, an author and coast-to-coast workshop leader, offers private sessions of biofeedback meditation and group brainwave trainings. These scientific tools
for meditation and consciousness expansion are the natural way to awaken the mind, heal the body, and evolve
the spirit. Judith uses a real-time brainwave frequency
analyzer–one of only 15 such devices in the world–to
help people access their clarity, creativity, and insight to
develop their untapped potential. Visit EagleLife.com to
learn more about this gateway to self-transcendence and
to read Judith’s free online publications, The Still Small
Voice and One World Spirit, both dedicated to personal
and planetary peace.
Business Listing

- Kittatinny and Pinnacle Association (KAPA)
1141 Hawk Mountain Road
Kempton, PA 19529
(610) 683-9303
Lee Simpson
fluttering2@yahoo.com
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KAPA is a grassroots organization that was formed to
advocate for the protection of the slopes and summit of
the Kittatinny Ridge, including the Pinnacle, from development, logging, and other harmful human activity. The
organization speaks out on the importance of the ridge as
a corridor for wildlife and as a resource for people in an
increasingly crowded world. We believe that the conservation of Blue Mountain and the plant, animal, and bird
life on it, is essential to the health of the streams and land
nearby.

Claiming My Sanity

I

’m scared. The world seems to have gone crazy, and I am a part of that world. I imagine
the world as a moving body that is running towards the edge of a cliff. That cliff is the
collapse of systems that we rely upon as a society based on cheap and plentiful oil. That
cliff is tipping toward climate instability. That cliff is mass extinction and the collapse of
whole ecosystems. I am one cell in the body moving towards that cliff and I am just beginning to know a little bit about where we are headed. How do I make this whole thing change
direction?
I’m not going to spend time here explaining why I believe we are headed towards a cliff. If
you are reading this you probably know all of the evidence already. What I want to talk about
is what do you do with that information once you understand it and the implications of it?
What do you do when you realize that pretty soon we won’t be able to drive around the way
we do now? What does “pretty soon” mean? Five years? Ten years? We won’t be able to heat
our houses the way we do now. We won’t be able to produce food the way we do now. A lot of
the basic building blocks of our society won’t work the way they have in the past. I don’t hear
much being said about this in the mainstream media. I don’t hear it being approached at a
governmental level in any realistic way. So what now?
It wasn’t long ago I thought that the folks in charge knew what they were doing. I figured
the problems weren’t really that big. It is easier to rely on leaders and think that they will take
care of things. That way if things go wrong I can blame them, right? That way I don’t have to
change very much myself. The misbehavior of people with power has become so flagrant that
it has become necessary to be schizophrenic to accept their leadership. Claiming ones’ sanity
is a large leap and part of it involves claiming responsibility. It’s hard to grow up. As a fledgling, I know that personally.
My dog, Dakota helped me with the first step. He loves going outside for walks. He
forced me outside of my own comfort zone and into the world. Outside into the neighborhood. A good morning to my friends and neighbors. How’s the weather? How are your kids?
It’s good to realize that there are other human beings out there and that we are in this together. I find it necessary to work from this very basic human level in connecting with other
people to find solutions. It’s true that my friends and neighbors don’t all see things the same
way I do. I don’t think that I would want them to. We need more than our own narrow perspectives to get a sense of what’s going on and what the answers may be.
The longer I have been out talking to people the more hope I have. I believe that the
answer lies in our ability to work together. I don’t mean to make it sound simple. It’s incredibly complex. There is a lot of work to do to creating new systems of energy, transportation,
agriculture, etc. that don’t rely on a constant flow of oil. It will take all of our intelligence and
faith in each other to get through. But we love our children. We have the capacity to cooperate and support each other to create a future for them.

Suzanne Hall
Suzie is a member of the Alliance steering committee.
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Laini’s Little Pocket Guides

400 Northampton Street, #500 Laini’s Little Pocket Guides are locally-owned, high qualEaston, PA 18042
ity guides published annually to Easton, Bethlehem and
(610) 559-9881
Laini Abraham, Publisher
laini99@gmail.com

Allentown. The goal of the guides is to connect residents
and tourists alike to all that is wonderful and unique in
our communities. Our focus is in highlighting locallyowned businesses and institutions, community and cultural events, and the rich history of the area with a goal of
nurturing a greater appreciation for the specialness of the
Lehigh Valley.
Business Listing

-

Latinos for Healthy Communities

716 W Chew Street
Allentown, PA 18102
(610) 434-6890-222
Fax: (484) 223-1619
Rose J. Quiles
rquiles@
latinosforhealthycommunities.org

-

League of Women Voters Lehigh County

PO Box 3275
Allentown, PA 18106
(610) 432-1456
Mary Anne Rood, President
lwvlehigh@yahoo.com
www.lwvlv.org

j

Latinos for Healthy Communities provides selected
health and other human services that address the lack
of access for minorities, including the rehabilitation of
narcotics addicts utilizing pharmacotherapy, mental
health services, HIV/AIDS services, and other services
identified by the Board of Directors. Our main focus is
prevention education on issues such as drug addiction,
HIV/AIDS, and tobacco. We provide case-management
services and medical treatment to HIV/AIDS patients at
New Directions Treatment Services, a drug program for
heroin addicts. We also provide tobacco education and
cessation services. Services are client-centered. Offices are
located at:
•• Allentown: 716 Chew Street
•• Bethlehem: 2442 Brodhead Road
•• West Reading: 2022 North 6th Avenue
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The League of Women Voters promotes political responsibility through informed and active participation of
citizens in government. We do not support or oppose any
political party or candidate. In accord with the national
League, we may take action on local government measures and policies in the public interest. Membership is
open to all citizens of voting age. Associate membership
is available for non-citizens and those under age eighteen.

- League of Women Voters Northampton County
PO Box 523
Bethlehem, PA 18016
(610) 252-1339
Santa Bannon-Shillea or
Joan Dean, President LWV-NC
lwvnorthco@yahoo.com
www.lwvlv.org

The League of Women Voters is a nonpartisan political organization that encourages informed and active
participation by citizens related to government issues
through education. The League’s position on natural
resources is to promote the environment benefits to life,
through the protection and wise management of natural
resources in the public interest. Specifically, to promote
management of natural resources as interrelated parts
of life-supporting ecosystems and to promote resource
conservation, stewardship, and long-range planning, with
the responsibility for managing natural resources shared
by all levels of government. Become a member TODAY!
Find us on Facebook!

- Lehigh County Authority
1053 Spruce Street
Allentown, PA 18106-3348

Lehigh County Authority is a non-profit municipal authority dedicated to providing high-quality, affordable
public water and wastewater utility services to residents
(610) 398-2503
and businesses of the Lehigh Valley. We serve the needs
of its customers by focusing on customer service, public
Liesel Adam, Public Relations
outreach and efficient, cost-effective operations. LongCoordinator
service@lehighcountyauthority.org range strategic planning is essential to the future of the
region’s precious water supplies. We actively participate
www.lehighcountyauthority.org
in regional partnerships and cooperative ventures aimed
at increasing efficiencies and making water-use decisions
that make sense for the future of the Lehigh Valley.

- Lehigh County Conference of Churches
(610) 433-6421
Rev. Dr. Christine L. Nelson
info@lehighchurches.org
www.lehighchurches.org/

The Lehigh County Conference of Churches is a consortium of 140 churches and faith-based affiliates that
put faith into action through social service programs
that support and encourage the hungry, the homeless,
people with mental illness, and at-risk youth on the
journey to reach their full potential. In this effort, the
Conference staff, augmented by 800 volunteers, provides
a continuum of care designed to move individuals from
crisis to self-sufficiency. The mission of the conference
is to unite communities of faith as ecumenical partners.
Putting our faith into action, we minister to and advocate
for those in need and encourage all to reach their full
potential. Speakers are available on each program or the
Conference as a whole.
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534 Chew Street
Allentown, PA 18102

-

Lehigh County Farmland Preservation Program

Agricultural Center
4184 Dorney Park Road #107
Allentown, PA 18104-5728
(610) 391-9583 ext. 15
Fax: (610) 391-1131
Jeff Zehr, Director
jzehr@lehighconservation.org

The Lehigh County Farmland Preservation Program
works with landowners to preserve agricultural land with
conservation easements. The program is also known as
the purchase of development rights program. Landowners
are financially compensated under this voluntary program to perpetually preserve their properties for agricultural production.

www.lehighcounty.org/
land/land.cfm

-

Lehigh County Solid Waste Management

5375 Old Packhouse Road
Orefield, PA 18069
(610) 782-3073
Tim Bollinger
Marsha Rivas
marsharivas@lehighcounty.org
lehighcounty.org

-

Lehigh Valley Animal Rights Coalition

PO Box 3224
Allentown, PA 18106-0224
(610) 821-9552
Virginia Wolfe
www.lvarc.org

j

Our primary focus is the recycling of Lehigh County’s
organic wastes, including leaves, grass, wood, food, manures, and other residuals. Our own facilities process
leaves, grass, and yard wastes into high quality compost
and mulch. We provide education and technical assistance to residents, schools, institutions, and businesses
on how to start or increase their organic recycling and use
of recycled products such as compost and mulch. Other
programs include household hazardous waste collection,
community gardens, supporting municipal recycling
programs, and writing and updating the Lehigh County
Solid Waste Management Plan.
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The mission of the Lehigh Valley Animal Rights
Coalition is to educate the public on the misuse and
abuse of animals whenever and wherever it occurs. The
Coalition does this through direct action, public outreach, and letter writing campaigns. We seek to be the
voice for those who have none.
“See to it that you do not destroy my world for there is no
one to repair it for you.” —Torah Midrash, Ecclesiastes

- Lehigh Valley Area Holistic Moms Network
(484) 554-7309
Sarah Ongiri
saongiri@aol.com
www.holisticmoms.org

Holistic Moms Network is a parent support group for
those interested in natural living and mindful parenting.
We have monthly meetings on varied topics as well as
family get-togethers. Past topics include yoga for children, stress reduction for mothers, Reiki, Acupuncture,
backyard composting, vaccine choices, alternative education options, and many others.

- Lehigh Valley Arts Council
840 Hamilton Street, Suite 201
Allentown, PA 18101
(610) 437-5915
Fax: (610) 437-5259
Randall Forte, Executive
Director
info@lvartscouncil.org
www.lvartscouncil.org

The Lehigh Valley Arts Council was incorporated in
1991 as a 501(c)(3) nonprofit arts-service organization
and continues its mission to promote the arts; to encourage and support artists and their development; to assist
arts organizations; and to facilitate communication and
cooperation among artists, arts organizations, and the
community. Currently, the Arts Council represents over
100 nonprofit organizations and over 350 individual artists, art patrons, and business members. Services include
informational publications, professional development
workshops, artist residencies and educational programming, and cooperative regional marketing initiatives.

- Lehigh Valley Association of Independent Colleges
130 W. Greenwich Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018

contact name
www.lvaic.org

( See page 16 for a list of Lehigh Valley colleges & universities)
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(610) 625 7888

LVAIC is a non-profit, charitable organization working
with local colleges to make strong institutions stronger.
Established in 1969, LVAIC expands educational opportunities for students; offers professional development programs for faculty and staff; engenders greater
economy and efficiency in institutional operations; and
serves local communities in a variety of ways. Giving
smaller schools, large school advantages. Committed to
improving the quality of education at all levels of learning, LVAIC has administered many programs, policies
and services enabling the organization to indirectly or
directly touch nearly every student, professor and faculty
member of the colleges incorporated with LVAIC.

- Lehigh Valley Center for Independent Living (LVCIL)
435 Allentown Drive
Allentown, PA 181099121
(610) 770-9781
Fax: (610) 770-9801
Greg Bott
info@lvcil.org
www.lvcil.org

-

The Lehigh Valley Center for Independent Living
(LVCIL) is dedicated to empowering individuals with
disabilities and promoting the full inclusion of persons
with disabilities in all aspects of life. LVCIL provides
services for its consumers such as information and referral, peer support, independent living skills, individual
and systems advocacy. The organization also provides
housing search and support, services for landlords, a
24-hour sign language interpreter referral service, youth
transition services, and community outreach through
specialized programs and groups.

Lehigh Valley Food Co-op

4569 Reservoir Hill
Macungie, PA 18062
(610) 844-6759
Sherry Kramer, President
info@lvfood.coop

The Lehigh Valley Food Co-op’s Mission is to sustain our
local producers and communities through a full-service
online farmers’ market with once a week pickup sites
around the Lehigh Valley and Beyond. Our non-profit
branch will work to educate our community about the
importance of supporting their local producers. We hope
to encourage local farmers or would-be farmers to get
into, and stay into farming. The food co-op is a memberowned, member-run, and member-governed business.
Come join us!
Business Listing

-

Lehigh Valley Green Builders

PO Box 1191
Bethlehem, PA 18016-1191
(610) 295-5232
info@lvgreenbuilders.org
www.lvgreenbuilders.org
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LVGB is a non-profit educational organization dedicated
to promoting green building and renewable energy in the
Lehigh Valley. Our mission is to promote environmentally responsible design, planning, construction, and operation of buildings through advocacy, education, outreach,
and networking. We have a 12-member board of directors
including LEED Accredited Professionals, builders, architects, contractors, academics, and development professionals. We produce public programs on Green Building
topics including the annual Lehigh Valley Green Building
Expo. Individual, business, and corporate memberships
are open to all. See our website for membership brochure
and to sign up for our e-newsletter.

Join the Lehigh Valley Green Builders

to learn about green building and promote your green business
The Lehigh Valley Green Builders brought to you the third annual Lehigh Valley
Green Home & Building Expo, March 19-20, 2011, a program for the general public
and green businesses, builders and contractors to learn more about green building
practices - what they are and how to find the right product, designer, contractor or
builder. With some federal and state incentives still in place, home owners and
businesses have several green options to consider when minimizing our environmental
impact and making healthy and energy-efficient upgrades. The Expo consists of
presentations, workshops, exhibitors and displays to help the newly green as well as
the green veteran take the next step to improving our collective environment.
The Lehigh Valley Green Builders also present tours, seminars, networking, outreach
and other green building activities throughout the year, both for our membership and
for the public. One such recent event was the Lehigh Valley Solar Homes Tour in
October 2010.
The Lehigh Valley Green Builders is a non-profit, all volunteer, educational
organization dedicated to promoting green building and renewable energy to the public
and to the building and related industries in the Lehigh Valley region.
On our website, we promote green building and green building professionals and
businesses. Visit us at www.lvgreenbuilders.org to learn more about green building
and to locate green businesses and professionals to help you with your green projects,
services and product needs. Look for additional opportunities and connections
coming to our website this year.
If you are interested in supporting and learning about green building while networking
with green builders throughout our region, please join the Lehigh Valley Green
Builders.
Lehigh Valley Green Builders Forum
PO Box 1191
Bethlehem, PA 18016-1191
info@lvgreenbuilders.org

www.lvgreenbuilders.org

- Lehigh Valley Greens
PO Box 235
Treichlers, PA 18086-0235
(610) 767-1287
Martin Boksenbaum
mwbjag@ptd.net
lvgns.wordpress.com

The LV Greens promotes the Ten Key Values of the
Green Party and works locally toward a more just and
sustainable world. Currently we’re in a holding pattern
as we re-think our role in carrying out our commitment
to electoral, legislative, and green movement efforts. We
have sponsored forums and worked together with local
environmental, peace, and justice groups; run candidates
for office via Lehigh County and Northampton County
Green Parties; and supported candidates of the Green
Party of Pennsylvania and the Green Party of the United
States. Call/email Martin to get involved.

- Lehigh Valley Humanists
PO Box 256
Bethlehem, PA 18016
(201) 323-6193
Gregory Nirshberg
gnirsh@gmail.com
www.lvhumanists.org

Lehigh Valley Humanists is a group focused on a progressive life stance that, without supernaturalism, affirms
our ability and responsibility to lead meaningful, ethical
lives capable of adding to the greater good of humanity.
Our goal is to promote Humanism and foster the building of a vibrant community dedicated to a positive ethical
life-stance in the Lehigh Valley Area.

- Lehigh Valley Land Recycling Initiative
2158 Avenue C
Suite 200
Bethlehem, PA 18017
(610) 266-7179
Fax: (610) 266-7623
Holly Edinger
www.lehighvalley.org/
Home/WhatWeDo/
IncentivePrograms/LehighVall
eyLandRecyclingInitiative.aspx
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The Land Recycling Initiative facilitates redevelopment of abandoned or under utilized industrial and
commercial properties (“brownfields”) throughout the
Lehigh Valley by maintaining an inventory of under
utilized commercial/industrial properties throughout
the Lehigh Valley; assisting site owners and developers to
environmentally assess and mediate work at brownfields
and acquire funding, work plans, and buyer/seller agreements; providing information on various resources for
redevelopment such as environmental consultants, commercial lenders, and environmental insurers; and acting
as intermediate between all parties for the most efficient
redevelopment of the brownfield sites.

-

Lehigh Valley Peace Coalition

313 W Fourth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015

The Lehigh Valley Peace Coalition, which formed initially to oppose the invasion of Iraq, is a group of religious,
peace and justice, student, and other groups that work to
promote peace. Members of the Coalition promote peace
and nonviolence.

(610) 691-8730
Nancy Tate
lepoco@fast.net

-

Lehigh Valley Progressive Events

2035 Fenway Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18018-2143
(610) 882-1136
Tom Ulrich
tomulrich41@gmail.com

The Lehigh Valley progressive events is published on the
15th and 30th of each month. It is a grassroots effort to
publicize events about peace & justice, the environment,
global warming, media/framing, healthcare, election
integrity, and corporatism/democracy in the Lehigh and
Northampton County area in Pennsylvania.

lehighvalleyprogressiveevents.
blogspot.com

“A truly multi-cultural society means embracing more than just the parts
of each culture that go down easy… a truly multicultural society demands
tolerance for cultural differences that rub us the wrong way at first.”
Emma Cleveland, in “Embracing Diversity” on page 18

Lehigh Valley Research Consortium

130 W Greenwich St.
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(484) 664-3828
Michele Moser Deegan
deegan@muhlenberg.edu
www.lehighvalleyresearch.org

The Lehigh Valley Research Consortium (LVRC) combines the expertise of researchers from the Lehigh Valley
Association of Independent Colleges and community
partners in the Lehigh Valley to examine various issues
(e.g., political, economic, social, health, and environmental) in a regional context. Through its efforts, the LVRC
functions as a community based information resource for
Lehigh Valley governments, not-for-profits, businesses
and citizens.
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( Another World Is Possible

C

an humans rise to the occasion and overcome the challenges facing their societies and
the planet? Call me unimaginative but I believe this can come about if as participants in
movements for social change we re-embrace the politics of labor and set out to shift the
balance of power between labor and capital, in favor of labor. Failing to do so, would mean
that our world will continue to be organized to serve the narrow needs and requirements of
financial markets and of the large investor classes at the expense of the rest of humanity and
of nature.
Social and ecological degradation need not be the common fate of humans. A specter is
haunting our world—a specter of the spirit of resistance and revolt. All the powers of the old
world united will not suffice to exorcise this spirit if the greatest possible number of people
join together to insist that another world is indeed possible.
There are powerful reasons for hope. For one, the post-Cold War U.S. hegemony lasted
only until 2008. In addition, the Great Recession of 2008 is affording progressive forces an
unprecedented opportunity to challenge neoliberal assumptions and policies.
The neoliberal globalizers had been telling the world that people are atomistic individuals
interested only in their own well-being, interest, and profits; that the whole world is a market
and that all social policies must conform to market needs; that markets are about freedom
and democracy; and that there is no other world possible or desirable other than the present
one with its mad pursuit of savage competition, increase in trade, free flow of capital, regressive tax systems, austere social budgets, privatization of public assets, liberalization of capital
markets, and assaults against the social power of workers. The ravages of the ruinous recession expose many of these claims as, at worst, nothing more than deceptive claims and, at
best, as myths peddled by greedy moneyed interests.
In the present context of the Great Recession, the maddening insistence of the moneyedclasses that the public both pay (bail them out) and bear the brunt of the crisis (in the form of
shrinking social budgets) has led tens of thousands of people to participate in street protests
and work strikes in several countries, including (and belatedly) Madison, Wisconsin, where
tens of thousands of public employees and citizens protested against an assault aimed at weakening the collective bargaining right of some public employees.
Furthermore, the 2011 Arab Rebellion has demonstrated stunningly that another Middle East is indeed possible. To be human is (among other things) to be inspired by the successes of others. It is a joy to witness that the Middle East may be exporting to the U.S. and
elsewhere a valiant spirit of resistance and peaceful revolution. It is even more exciting to see a
symbiosis between the politics of transformation there and here, as there have been welcome
signs of the synergistic effect of protests in Egypt and Madison, Wisconsin: for example, an
Egyptian placecard read: “Egyptians Support Workers in Wisconsin-One World, One Pain”
while protesters in Wisconsin referred to the Governor Scott Walker whom they were demonstrating against as “the Mubarak of the Middle West.”
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Finally, let’s return to my point made at the outset regarding the necessity of building
new balances of power between labor and capital. I am concerned that in spite of the presence
of labor struggles in the Middle East, Europe, and the US, organizers might fail to nurture
awareness and solidarity between workers of different nations as well as between them and
others among their compatriots. The labor-capital contradiction can inform political democracy concerns to ensure that the momentum gained by the peoples’ uprisings be used to win
certain basic rights for the workers such as the right to independent unionism and significantly higher minimum wages. Once democratic rights are won and the balance of power is
shifted in favor of workers, then the workers, the youth, students, and women will be better
placed to fight to expand the realm of social justice in the future. Without workers participating as workers in social movements and without a strong and sustained consciousness of
solidarity among them neoliberal globalization will not be rolled back nor defeated in its aim
of creating a global dream system of economic and political control over the planet.

by Faramarz Farbod
Fara teaches Political Science at Moravian College.

Tara Morrison
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- Lehigh Valley Sustainability Network
185 Dartford Rd.
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 868-3630
Andrea Wittchen
andrea@lvsustainabilitysummit.org
www.lvsustainabilitynetwork.org

The Lehigh Valley Sustainability Network’s mission is to
create the avenues for collaboration, education and action that will facilitate the creation of a more sustainable
Lehigh Valley. Its goals are focused on cultivating leaders
who promote sustainability, increasing the visibility of
sustainability and engaging the community in addressing
sustainability issues. Working groups of the network are
involved in education, outreach, technology infrastructure, media and communications, government dialogue,
strategy, and leadership. Any sustainability-focused organization is welcome to join the network and individuals
are welcome to join any of its working groups.

- Lehigh Valley Vegetarians
2509 Stonesthrow Road
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 709-8984
Len Frenkel
frenkel@rcn.com
www.lehighvalleyvegetarians.org

Lehigh Valley Vegetarians meets monthly at the Quaker
Meetinghouse on Route 512, one half mile north of Route
22, for a pot-luck dinner and a program, which could be a
speaker, cooking demo, show and tell, discussion, video,
etc. Our purposes are to educate ourselves and the community about the health, ethical, and environmental benefits
of a plant-based diet; to learn cooking techniques; to share
home-prepared foods; and to develop community.

- Lehigh Valley Water Suppliers
1053 Spruce Street
Allentown, PA 18106-3348
(610) 398-2503
Liesel Adam, Secretary
lieseladam@
lehighcountyauthority.org
www.lvwater.org
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Lehigh Valley Water Suppliers, Inc. (LVWS) is a nonprofit organization made up of 17 public water utilities
from across the Lehigh Valley, working together to increase public awareness about the importance of protecting and conserving our precious water resources. LVWS
focuses on youth outreach programs, including an annual
water education festival called HydroMania that hosts
1,200 students and teaches them the important concepts
of watershed protection and water conservation. LVWS
also hosts other special events, sponsors an annual scholarship program, and runs an interactive water education
website for kids.

-

Lehigh Valley Zoo

5150 Game Preserve Road
PO Box 519
Schnecksville, PA 18078
(610) 799-4171
Fax: (610) 799-4170

The mission of the Lehigh Valley Zoo is to be a leader
and model for wildlife conservation, education, and animal welfare while providing a friendly and fun place for
citizens and guests of the Lehigh Valley.

Christopher Keelty
ckeelty@lvzoo.org
www.lvzoo.org

From the archives of the Good Earth Gazette

-

Lehigh Wildcare

4991 Shimersville Road
Emmaus, PA 18049
(610) 966-1855

Lehigh WildCare offers educational programs with live
wild animals upon request. The animals have permanent
injuries that prevent them from being able to survive in
the wild.

Teresa Stevenson
tere@wk3c.com
www.lehighwildcare.org

LEPOCO Peace Center

313 W Fourth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 691-8730
Fax: (610) 691-8904
Nancy Tate
lepoco@fast.net
www.lepoco.org

LEPOCO (the Lehigh-Pocono Committee of Concern)
brings residents together to work on a range of problems that threaten peace, our way of life, and our planet.
Current activities and programs, all open to the general
public, include Peace Camp, the LEPOCO Peace Singers,
Youth Peacemaker Training, ‘Potluck & Politics’, working
groups for the Middle East, Latin America, nuclear disarmament, capital punishment, and youth & peacemaking.
Call for information on activities or membership.
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- Liberty Gardens – Specialty Produce
Coopersburg, PA
(610) 282-5860
Farmers Jeffrey Frank
and Kristin Illick

Located in Coopersburg, PA. Selling to the public at
the Emmaus Farmers Market. We grow heirloom vegetables, salad greens and every other vegetable. Certified
Naturally Grown (following organic guidelines, etc.).

libertyorganic.com
Business Listing

- Lisa Baas Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine
860 Broad Street, Suite 100
Emmaus, PA 18049
(610) 967-0515
Fax: (435) 417-7273

Integrative Healthcare including acupuncture, herbal
medicines, homeopathics, supplements, dietary counseling, and manual medicine [i.e. massage therapy]. Holistic
and complementary healthcare for the whole family.

Lisa Baas
lisabaas@ptd.net
Health Practitioner

- Living Potentials
55 Scout Road
Kempton, PA 19529
(610) 756-6867
Stephen J. Hoog
livingpotentials@yahoo.com

j

Living Potentials is a holistic business offering macrobiotic dietary and lifestyle counseling. Stephen makes use
of applied kinesiology in dietary advice, in determining
supplement and herbal usage, for promoting allergy
relief, and for meridian emotional release. In addition,
Stephen teaches cooking classes, does wild food and
herb walks, and lectures on macrobiotics, shiatsu, and
holistic health in the Lehigh Valley. He is a former director of the Shiatsu Certification Course at Lehigh Valley
Healing Arts Academy, Emmaus.
Health Practitioner
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Lower Saucon Township Historical Society

P.O. Box 176
Hellertown, PA 18055
(610) 625-8771
Sue Horiszny, President
lshistorical@yahoo.com
www.lutzfranklin.com

-

Meyner Center for the Study of State & Local Government

002 Kirby Hall of Civil Rights
Lafayette College
Easton, PA 18042-1785
(610) 330-5598
Fax: (610) 330-5648
David Woglom
meynerc@lafayette.edu
www.lafayette.edu/~meynerc

-

The Lower Saucon Township Historical Society is a
non-profit organization that maintains the Lutz-Franklin
Schoolhouse Museum. The building is listed on the
National Register of Historic Places. Lehigh Valley schoolchildren visit the schoolhouse to learn how to investigate
the cultural, historical, geographic, and economic background of the school and their community. The organization runs a recycling fundraiser through Abitibi Paper
Retriever bins that are placed throughout Saucon Valley.

The Meyner Center’s focus is municipal cooperation and
economic development within the municipalities. Among
other things, the Center assists municipalities with regional comprehensive planning and issues of sustainable
development. The Center, in cooperation with others at
Lafayette College, also works on issues regarding conservation of natural resources, construction of green buildings,
and alternative energy sources including, wind, solar and
hydro power. The Center sponsors workshops and conferences, in addition to facilitating visioning sessions, on these
and other issues. The Center works closely with students
who assist with research and implementation. Center personnel are available to speak to municipalities and groups.

Mid-Atlantic Renewable Energy Association (MAREA)

PO Box 84
Kutztown, PA 19530
(610) 682-4300
Bill Hennessy
wjhennessy@dejazzd.com
www.paenergyfest.com

The Mid-Atlantic Renewable Energy Association
(MAREA) is a volunteer-driven, nonprofit organization that promotes environmentally-friendly energy and
lifestyle choices for individuals and small businesses. We
sponsor the annual Pennsylvania Renewable Energy and
Sustainable Living Festival, meetings and workshops to
encourage the use of small-scale renewable energy and
actions that sustain the environment. Meetings are open
to the public and held on the last Tuesday of the month at
1 TEK Park, Route 222, Breinigsville, PA 18031.
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- Muhlenberg College Center for Ethics
2400 Chew Street
Allentown, PA 18104
(484) 664-3737
A. Lanethea Mathews-Gardner,
Director
mathews@muhlenberg.edu
www.muhlenberg.edu/
cultural/ethics/

-

Through its special events and thematic lectures, the
Center for Ethics emphasizes opportunities for continuing, hands-on development of our powers for ethical
reflection, moral leadership, and responsible action. The
Center’s programs are designed to engage us in intensive,
reflective thinking about individual and collective values.
Semester-long programs in the past have focused on
hunger, patriotism, sustainable communities, women in
global perspective, and human rights.

National Coalition Building Institute (NCBI)

PO Box 1243
Allentown, PA 18105-8834
Phyllis Alexander
smartalex@rcn.com
www.ncbi.org

The National Coalition Building Institute is dedicated to
ending the mistreatment of every group whether based
on nationality, race, class, gender, religion, sexual orientation, age, physical ability, job, or life circumstance. An
international non-profit leadership training organization
founded in 1984, its members are committed to eliminating prejudice and reducing intergroup polarization.
The Lehigh Valley chapter is committed to working with
every organization, school, community group or college
campus to institutionalize welcoming diversity or effective conflict resolution practices. We offer Leadership
Clinics, Welcoming Diversity, and Reframing the
Controversial Issue workshops, follow-up sessions, and
consultations.

- Natural Awakenings Magazine – Greater Lehigh Valley
PO Box 421
Emmaus, PA 18049
(610) 421-4443
Fax: (610) 421-4445
Reid Boyer, Publisher
lvpublisher@
naturalawakeningsmag.com
www.naturalawakeningsmag.com

j

Natural Awakenings is a monthly healthy-living magazine devoted to natural health, fitness, nutrition, environment, personal growth and creative expression. We
distribute Natural Awakenings free to over 1,200 distribution points in the Greater Lehigh Valley and Warren
County, New Jersey. Our unique blend of local and
national editorial, news, resource guide, and calendar of
events are designed to assist our readers on their personal
path to wellness. We offer targeted, cost-effective access
to affluent, well-educated and health-conscious readers
who are eagerly seeking resources that will improve their
health and well-being.
Business Listing
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- Natural Undertaking
134 New Bethel Church Road
Kempton, PA 19529
(610) 756-6253
Penny Rhodes
pennyrho@aol.com

Natural Undertaking is a resource center for information on home funeral and green burial options in
Pennsylvania. We provide consulting, education, and
practical support for families and friends who wish to
manage after death care and natural burial for their loved
ones.

www.naturalundertaking.org

-

Nature’s Sunshine Products, Independent Distributor

3334 Division Street
Easton, PA
(610) 533-8506
Eileen Johanssen
lovetheherbs@mynsp.com
www.mynsp.com/lovetheherbs

Nature’s Sunshine Products has been providing communities with quality herbs, vitamins, minerals, and nutritional supplements since 1972. We go beyond just organic, also providing Silver Sol, Whole Foods Supplements,
Chinese TCM, and Thai-go to a total of over 700 different products. We have even been given Independent
Brunswick Lab’s Best Rated Antioxidant Drink. We also
have personal consultants and body assessments available
to any of our customers.
Business Listing

- Nurture Nature Center
(610) 253-4432
Fax: (610) 253-1486
Rachel Hogan Carr
rhogan@nurturenature.org
www.nurturenaturecenter.org

Nurture Nature Center in Pennsylvania was established
by the Nurture Nature Foundation, headquartered in
New York, and is dedicated to addressing the fundamental conflict between economic development and conservation of the environment. The Center will include a variety of exhibits, programs, and other educational activities
related to the river and other environmental concerns,
with a special focus on the flooding problem in the region
and elsewhere. A Science on a Sphere exhibit will be
open in late summer to early Fall of 2011. The Center,
will also be used as a meeting space for workshops and
conferences.
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518 Northampton Street
Easton, PA 18042

- Old Allentown Preservation Association
147 N 10th Street
Allentown, PA 18102
(610) 740-9919
Fax: (610) 740-0651
Deborah Cox-Van Horn,
Elm Street Manager
oldallentown@enter.net
www.oldallentown.org

Old Allentown Preservation Association is a community of neighbors working to preserve our unique
architectural heritage, and to promote the neighborly
atmosphere and distinctive sense of place found in the
Old Allentown Historic District. Founded in 1976, the
non-profit organization is dedicated to improving the
quality of life in downtown Allentown through successful programs including the Facade Restoration Grant
Program, Acquisition & Rehabilitation Program, and
our Preservation Resource Center.

- Organizing for a Better Bethlehem
(201) 323-6193
Greg Nirshberg
gnirsh@gmail.com
www.ofabb.com

Organizing for a Better Bethlehem (OFABB) is a
grassroots, activist organization, inspired by President
Obama’s message of hope, which is working in the greater
Bethlehem Area to enact change through:
•• Issue Advocacy
•• Electoral Influence
•• Community Service
Get involved today and help make a positive change in
our community!

A transition group starts with one or two committed individuals. That
twosome may grow from four to eight. The first task is to raise awareness
and enthusiasm which typically brings out a huge wave of empowerment,
creativity, energy, and enthusiasm
Joris Rosse, in “Global Transition Movement” on page 70
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Penn State Cooperative Extension Service – Lehigh County

Lehigh County
Agricultural Center
4184 Dorney Park Road
Allentown, PA 18104-5798
(610) 391-9840
Robert E. Leiby
lehighext@psu.edu

County, state, and federal support enables us to help local residents with everyday challenges such as identifying
threats to crops or teaching families how to manage their
finances. We reach out as Extension Educators and volunteers to share Penn State’s resources with the residents
of Lehigh County. Agriculture, horticulture, 4-H youth,
and family living programs are offered.

lehigh.extension.psu.edu

-

Penn State Cooperative Extension Service – Northampton County

Graystone Building
14 Gracedale Avenue
Nazareth, PA 18064
(610) 746-1970
Liesel Dreisbach
northamptonext@psu.edu
extension.psu.edu/northampton

Penn State Cooperative Extension in Northampton
County gives local residents easy access to the resources
and expertise of the Pennsylvania State University.
Through educational programs, publications, and
events, cooperative extension educators deliver unbiased,
research-based information to Northampton County
citizens. We can answer your questions on a wide array of
topics. To find out how we can help you, browse our website or contact us by email or phone.

- PennFuture (Citizens for Pennsylvania’s Future)
1500 Walnut Street
Suite 502
Philadelphia, PA 19102

PennFuture works to create a just future where nature,
communities, and the economy thrive. See website for
approaches and programs.

(215) 545-9692
Fax: (215) 545-9637
Christine Knapp
knapp@pennfuture.org
www.pennfuture.org

-

Pennsylvania Association for Sustainable Agriculture (PASA)

737 Constitution Avenue
Exton, PA 19341
(610) 438-3950 305
Marilyn Anthony
marilyn@pasafarming.org

PASA promotes profitable farms that produce healthy
food for all people while respecting the natural environment. PASA is also statewide coordinator for the Buy
Fresh Buy Local chapters in Pennsylvania. Search for local foods on buylocalpa.org.

www.pasafarming.org
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( Organic Is the Answer for Healthy Food, Healthy
People, and a Healthy Planet

T

he idea that our health is connected to the food we eat isn’t really a shocking concept. It just makes sense: you are what you eat. What matters to our health just
as much—if not more—is how our food is grown. When it comes to healthy food,
healthy people, and a healthy planet, organic is the best and most sustainable way to go.
Organic, at it’s simplest, means grown without synthetic chemicals or pesticides or
GMOs. The health benefits of this alone are enormous. Numerous studies have linked agricultural chemicals and GMOs to a vast array of maladies, like ADHD, autism, diabetes,
Parkinsons, infertility and miscarriages, and cancer.
The risk comes from residues on or even inside the food and these toxins also seep into
the wider environment, contaminating the water we drink and the air we breath. In 2010,
the president’s panel on cancer recommended avoiding these toxic chemicals and food grown
with them as a way to minimize our risk of suffering from these diseases.
Think about that for a moment: The way we farm and the food we eat can impact our
health in such a huge way.
How does it work? First of all, organic is healthier because it avoids all those toxic
chemicals that make us sick. We don’t need them because organic is a system that mimics
nature and relies more on biology, harnessing rather than battling the natural world to create
healthy food and a healthy environment.
It all starts in the soil. Those synthetic chemicals and pesticides applied to conventional
farms deplete the life and nutrients in the soil. This jeopardizes our ability to grow food now
and for future generations. Yet in an organic system, we build up the life and nutrients in
the soil through cover crops, compost and no-till practices, which leads to healthier plants,
healthier people and a healthier planet.
You know how the best defense against getting sick is a strong immune system? It’s
the same with organic farming. We aim to prevent problems by nourishing a balanced and
healthy eco-system. Health travels up the food chain whether plant, animal or human.
We can significantly reduce the chemicals in our own bodies just by switching to eating
organic foods. You can find them in most supermarkets now, or at farmers markets, grow
your own, or even have them delivered. To make it easy for yourself, just look for the USDA
Certified Organic label.
Terms like “natural” or “beyond organic” don’t have legal definitions, so there is no way
to be totally sure what you’re getting. Some smaller farms forego certification but may still
be farming with organic methods—you have to ask and trust. However, the USDA Certified
Organic label is strictly regulated and the farming practices are verified so you can be sure
that food was grown and produced in a way that is healthy and safe for you and the environment.
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The more we all make this change to organic in our diet, the more everyone wins. Supporting organic farmers who keep these chemicals out of the ecosystem is a great way to
reduce the harm for everyone. Organic farming can produce just as much food as chemical
farming but actually results in cleaner water and improved soil quality so we can farm well
now and feed future generations.
All this talk of chemicals in our food can be scary. The good news is that we have the
answers: how to farm sustainably, how to grow food that promotes health, and how to feed
future generations. The answer is organic.

By Maya Rodale
Maya is Director of Communications and Outreach at Rodale Institute in Kutztown.

Jennifer Lavelle
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- Pennsylvania Certified Organic
106 School Street #201
Spring Mills, PA 16875
(814) 422-0251
Heather Donald
pco@paorganic.org

Our purpose is to assure the integrity of organic agricultural products through education, inspection, and
certification of growers, processors, and handlers in
Pennsylvania, Ohio, New York, New Jersey, Delaware,
Maryland, North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia and
Washington D.C.

www.paorganic.org

- Pennsylvania Downtown Center
130 Locust Street #101
Harrisburg, PA 17101
(717) 233-4675
Bill Fontana
padowntown@padowntown.org
www.padowntown.org

Healthy downtown increases the local tax base, creates
jobs, stimulates housing, rehabilitate empty buildings,
promote civic pride, and increase community involvement. The Pennsylvania Downtown Center is the only
statewide nonprofit dedicated to downtown issues. It
provides technical assistant and education based on the
National Main Street Four Point Approach.

Is it just me or does it seem to you too that those in control—of industry,
food production, energy systems, land development, planet and animal
genetic patents, and us too—are testing Mother Nature’s limits?
Martin Boksenbaum, in “Testing Mother Nature’s Limits at Our Expense” on page 76

-

Pennsylvania Land Trust Association

105 Locust Street #300
Harrisburg, PA 17101
(717) 230-8560
Nicole Faraguna
info@conserveland.org
www.conserveland.org
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To increase the pace and improve the quality of land
conservation work, we help land trusts and other conservation practitioners improve their effectiveness, builds
public understanding, and advocates for better governmental policy.

-

Pennsylvania Pedalcycle & Pedestrian Advisory Committee

5996 Beverly Hills Road
Coopersburg, PA 18036-2603
(610) 282-3085
John Schubert
schubley@aol.com

The Pennsylvania Pedalcycle & Pedestrian Advisory
Committee is appointed by the governor. We meet about
five times per year, usually in Harrisburg, to discuss bicycling and pedestrian issues. By law, our purpose is to
advise all branches of state government on these issues.

www.limeport.org

-

Pennsylvania Sinfonia Orchestra

1524 Linden Street
Allentown, PA 18102
(610) 434-7811
Fax: (610) 434-6508
Catherine DeBoeser
pasinfonia@verizon.net
www.PAsinfonia.org

The mission of the Pennsylvania Sinfonia Orchestra is
to create a connection between our musicians and audiences in Eastern Pennsylvania by providing them with
meaningful, enjoyable and accessible concert experiences.
Keeping ticket prices low enables us to offer familyfriendly plans for young music students and under-served
groups to attend our concerts. By reaching out to new
listeners we feel that classical music will be cherished
for generations to come. With a smaller orchestra we
can present high-quality and imaginative performances
throughout the year

- Planned Parenthood of North East Pennsylvania
(610) 481-0481
Nancy Millard
nancy.millard@ppfa.org
www.ppnep.org

Planned Parenthood promotes and protects universal
access to reproductive health care and freedom of choice
to determine reproductive needs. Our health centers
provide routine gynecological services, pregnancy testing, and options counseling, diagnosis and treatment of
sexually transmitted diseases, emergency contraception,
abortion services (Reading), colposcopy, and cryotherapy
(Reading and Wilkes-Barre). Our education programs
provide healthy relationship information, decision-making skills, risk reduction, and information about birth
control and sexually transmitted diseases, among others.
The advocacy component seeks to educate the public
around issues important to our mission. Health centers
are located in Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton, Hazleton,
Reading, Scranton, Stroudsburg, and Wilkes-Barre.
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PO Box 813
Trexlertown, PA 18087

Alliance file photo

- ProJeCt of Easton
320 Ferry Street
Easton, PA 18042
(610) 258-4361
Janice D. Komisor
mmagee@projecteaston.org
www.projecteaston.org

ProJeCt of Easton has served the greater Easton area for
more than 40 years. ProJeCt advocates for at-risk populations in our community by establishing systematic and
research based programs to break the cycle of poverty.
We offer services to help our clients bridge the gap between poverty and self-sufficiency. ProJeCt’s nationallyrecognized literacy programs provide instruction to
function successfully in the workplace, as parents and
as community members. Case management services enable clients to set and achieve personal, educational, and
economic goals. ProJeCt’s mission is to help people help
themselves.

- Rachel Sue Ritz
PO Box 284
Emmaus 18049
(610) 797-3919
Rachel Sue Ritz
lifecoachritz@hotmail.com
www.lifecoachritz.com

A Coach can help you grow into what you want to
become; achieve what you want to achieve; attain lasting results while attaining fulfillment and balance; see,
identify, and navigate your life toward your vision; turn
pipe dreams into realities; turn stumbling blocks into
opportunities. I became a Certified Coach because I was
impressed with how Coaching helped me create clarity,
focus, ease and grace in my own life. Coaching sessions
can be set up that are convenient for you, by telephone, or
in person
Business Listing
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Renew Lehigh Valley

1337 East Fifth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(484) 893-1062

Renew Lehigh Valley is a smart growth organization
working to strengthen the region’s core communities, preserve open space, and create a sustainable and equitable
foundation for future growth.

Beata Bujalska
bbujalska@renewlv.org
renewlv.org

-

Renu Building

1748 Central Park
Orefield, PA 18069
(610) 391-0100
Fax: (610) 391-0606
Brian M. Baker
info@renubuilding.com

Renu Building & Energy Solutions is a registered trade
name under the Baker Development Group LLC umbrella with a genuine focus on the existing home market
providing homeowners more holistic energy-saving solutions ranging from initial, certified energy audits and
whole-house energy upgrades to solar installations and
green remodeling.

www.renubuilding.com
Business Listing

Rodale Inc.

400 South 10th Street
Emmaus, PA 18098-0099
(610) 967-5171
Joseph Burke
joseph.burke@rodale.com
www.rodaleinc.com

Rodale is a global media company with a heritage, mission, and authority dedicated to the health and wellness
of the individual, community, and planet. Through a
broad portfolio of leading media properties, Rodale
reaches more than 70 million people around the world
through multiple distribution channels, including
magazines, books, online, e-commerce, direct-toconsumer, and video. The company publishes some of
the best-known health and wellness lifestyle magazines,
including Men’s Health, Prevention, Women’s Health,
Runner’s World, Bicycling, Running Times, and Organic
Gardening, and is the largest independent book publisher
in the United States.
Business Listing
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- Rodale Institute
611 Siegfriedale Road
Kutztown, PA 19530
(610) 683-6009
Louise DeVall
info@rodaleinst.org
www.rodaleinstitute.org

The Rodale Institute: Pioneering organics Since 1947,
and improving the health and well-being of people and
the planet. Building on the prescient visions of J.I. and
Robert Rodale, the Rodale Institute has been pioneering organics through our innovative research, education
and outreach and advocating organic food production
techniques as a means of renewing human and environmental health. Long before environmental issues were
news-worthy or organic was trendy, the Institute’s organic and regenerative research taught millions of people
around the globe how to transform their lives and their
communities.

- Roots of Vitality
55 East Elizabeth Ave.
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(484) 554-7530
Kelly Kark
rootsofvitality@gmail.com
www.rootsofvitality.com

Roots of Vitality is a wellness studio offering a bouquet
of complementary and alternative medicines that are catered to meet your individual lifestyle needs. Services include but not limited to: reiki, bio mat therapy, nutrition,
bach flowers, muscle testing, supplementation and botanical therapy. Owner Kelly Kark is a Certified Natural
Health Practitioner and Reiki Master. She works with
children and adults as well as providing services in clinical settings.
Health Practitioner

- Rural Preservation Association of Northwestern Lehigh County
RPA-NLC
PO Box 91
Germansville, PA 18053
(610) 767-2519
Teena Bailey
redcatfarm@fast.net
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Our membership includes over 100 local citizens, active
in educating residents of the area in the benefits of farmland preservation and keeping the NW Lehigh area a rural, farming community. Although we are not a political
group, our membership is very involved in the local community through government and volunteer work. Our
members include farmers and non-farmers, long time
residents and folks new to the community. We organize a
four township spring cleanup each year, annually sponsor
a scholarship to a Northwestern Lehigh senior planning
to major in agriculture or environmental science, participate in the Open Gate Farm Tour each October, hold an
annual picnic and Christmas party, and support other
organizations that work toward land preservation and
promote agriculture.

-

Saucon Valley Community Gardens Association (SVCGA)

1317 Detweiler Avenue
Hellertown, PA 18055
(610) 392-2225
Brett Haymaker, Founder

The Saucon Valley Community Gardens Association
(SVCGA) spearheads community oriented projects involving the creation of regionally autonomous community
gardens, the revitalization of historical gardens, educational programs, lectures, demonstrations, community
supported agriculture (CSA) programs, and garden-to-table partnerships with local restaurants and their chefs. We
believe gardens positively impact our diet, raise our awareness to the natural world, and maximize the depth and
quality of our human relationships. Thereby, we seek to
create local food circle infrastructures to provide a niche in
which community members may find nourishment.

Vera Bergestein

School of Living

215 Julian Woods Lane
Julian, PA 16844
(814) 353-0130
Fax: (814) 353-0130
Ann Wilken
office@schoolofliving.org
www.schoolofliving.org

Founded in 1934 by Ralph Borsodi, the School of Living
was designed to empower people to achieve a fulfilling and
self-sufficient life outside the urban environment. Over
the years, the School of Living has played a pivotal role
in movements supporting organic agriculture, consumer
rights, cooperatives, worker-owned businesses, and appropriate technology. Today, the School of Living is actively
engaged in community land trusts, intentional community
support, permaculture, alternative education, consensus
decision making, and non-exploitative banking. The School
of Living owns six rural land parcels in Pennsylvania,
Maryland, and Virginia, which are leased to resident communities. A quarterly journal, green revolution, provides an
overview of School of Living activities.
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- School of Natural Learning
PO Box 1905
Easton, PA 180441905

The School of Natural Learning’s mission is to promote
a holistic approach to early age learning, placing a strong
emphasis on the arts, nature and friendship. Not a bricks
(610) 905-7843
and mortar school, it is a school in the sense of a shared
philosophy and approach to learning based on holism.
Cathy Stoops
schoolofnaturallearning@gmail.com Through consultation and collaboration with diverse
community partners, the School of Natural Learning
www.schoolofnaturallearning.org both develops and implements programs to bring nature
into the classroom and the classroom into nature.

- Second Harvest Food Bank
2045 Harvest Way
Allentown, PA 18104

Second Harvest Food Bank distributes five million
pounds of food each year to nearly 200 nonprofit organizations, including food pantries and soup kitchens,
in Lehigh, Northampton, Carbon, Monroe, Pike, and
Wayne Counties. We educate the community about
hunger, train agencies that provide emergency food assistance, and advocate for policies that prevent and alleviate
hunger. Second Harvest Food Bank is a program of the
Community Action Committee of the Lehigh Valley and
a member of Feeding America, formerly named America’s
Second Harvest: The Nation’s Food Bank Network.

(610) 434-0875
Fax: (610) 435-9540
Ann McManus
amcmanus@caclv.org
www.shfblv.org

We build up the the life and nutrients in the soil… which leads
to healthier plants, healthier people, and a healthier planet
Maya Rodale, in “Organic Is the Answer…”, page 54

-

The Seed Farm

5854 Vera Cruz Rd.
Emmaus, PA 18041
(610) 391-9583 ext.16
Sara Runkel
sara_runkel@theseedfarm.org
www.theseedfarm.org
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The Seed Farm is a new farmer training program and
agricultural business incubator located in Vera Cruz, PA.
The mission of the Seed Farm is to help start and support
new sustainable farms in the Lehigh Valley and to facilitate the development of a vibrant local food system.

-

Shuze

530 Main Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(610) 419-8655
Jennifer Mann
jen@shopshuze.com
www.shopshuze.com

Shuze helps sustain the community by providing a
unique local shopping experience and part-time jobs that
fuel that experience. What we offer aids in bringing consumers back to the downtown area of Bethlehem consistently. Our products include shoes and handbags made of
recycled materials. Shuze further helps the community
by offering local artists an opportunity to exhibit their
creations and sell their products, bringing more money to
the local area and to its population.

Business Listing

Sierra Club, Kittatinny Group

1838 Squire Court
Wyomissing, PA 19610
(484) 769-8491
James Keller
keller.james.m@gmail.com
pennsylvania.sierraclub.org/kit

-

The Sierra Club’s mission is to explore, enjoy, and protect
the wild places of the earth; to practice and promote the
responsible use of earth’s ecosystems and resources; to
educate and enlist humanity to protect and restore the
quality of the natural and human environment; and to
use all lawful means to carry out these objectives. The
Kittatinny Group, along with the national Sierra Club
and the Pennsylvania Chapter, works on local, regional,
state, and national environmental issues. The group
publishes the Berks-Lehigh Sustainable Farm Directory,
organizes educational events and hikes, and evaluates
environmental records of local political candidates.

Sierra Club, Lehigh Valley Group

1814 Homestead Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 180182118
(610) 730-2514 (610) 865-5147
Donald Miles, chairman
lhv@pennsylvania.sierraclub.org
pennsylvania.sierraclub.org/lv

The Sierra Club is the oldest and largest environmental
advocacy organization in the United States. The Sierra
Club’s Pennsylvania Chapter has nine Groups, including
the Lehigh Valley Group. We meet the 2nd Wednesday
of each month at 7pm in the 6th floor conference room,
Fowler Center, Northampton Community College,
Third & Buchanan Streets, (south) Bethlehem, PA.
(NOTE: we do not meet in July or August.) We work
to protect our environment in the Lehigh Valley and
globally. We engage in environmental activism, conduct
conservation projects, present outings (hikes, etc.) in the
area, present education programs, lobby state and national legislators about environmental issues and endorse
candidates we feel best support the environment.
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( Sustainability in the Workplace

I

n an era where even Walmart has pushed attempts to “go green”, the average consumer
has been faced with the sustainability movement and its efforts in many different forms
by 2011. Most if not all of these initiatives by companies large and small are geared
toward the consumer, and in an arguably increasingly capitalistic society, this design is not
altogether a surprise. However, when so much emphasis is put on the buyer, many of these
companies’ workers are overlooked.
For many years, the labor that service, maintenance’ and security workers have done has
been taken for granted. Those who are accustomed to the products of the work of these individuals expect a clean floor, a well-guarded building to work or live in, and someone to ring
up their salad bar salad at the company cafeteria. Workers who are frequently underpaid,
overworked, and underappreciated make these conveniences possible.
Similar to the decrease in familiarity in where our food comes from, there is a recent
trend in the decrease in familiarity of our partners in enterprise: the workers. So, in addition
to the malcontent of the working class due to poor conditions and salary, there is no interaction between the community and the workplace. Gone are the days when you knew your
butcher’s, pharmacist’s, or security guard’s name. This general lack of a relationship with the
world around us contributes to a rising sense of alienation.
In the workplace, this may mean a disconnection with other workers who feel that they
are similarly underpaid, overworked, and underappreciated. There is also little opportunity
for positive changes, because of large, pseudo-efficient company policies that prevent grassroots change.
That is exactly the mentality that unions capitalize on: a desire for change and better
rights that seem impossible for individuals laymen to achieve by themselves. Unions advocate
on behalf of both the individual and the collective, acting as an educator, judicial authority,
and delegate on the workers’ behalf. Many laborers do not know their rights as workers, and
are undermined because of this. What unions can help do is “empower the disenfranchised.”
This begs the question of why should workers be empowered?
A simple answer is that we live in America: a country founded on the ideals of truth and
equality, where people have dignity and deserve to be treated fairly, and where being treated
fairly means being compensated fairly.
However, that answer belies what was previously alluded to: the notion of alienation.
What this model of enterprise perpetuates is a siphoning off of one part of the economy and
of society as the “other.”
There seems to be a fundamental problem with this pattern. It is not simply that this
business model supposes that it is morally correct to commodify people. What this model
puts into perpetuity is the idea that the other is not like me. That the other is barely human.
Many people can go through their daily routine without even acknowledging that there are
real people on the other side of the counter, people with histories and fears and aspirations.
We have all seen it, and many of us have experienced it ourselves.
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This is an especially bizarre phenomenon considering that many of our transactions and
interactions now occur over the Internet. Surely we should value more highly face-to-face interactions than we do interactions via Facebook or email. Are we that removed already?
One should hope that we are not.
Interacting with others is something that is extremely human, and fortunately unavoidable. I believe that though society is currently upholding a standard that promotes remoteness and discontent, ultimately this mode of behavior within business will not persevere.
Instead, society can expect that a more sustainable system of employment will sprout out
of the growing need for more local products of a higher quality and more ethical treatment
of not only of workers, but of people in general. It’s an idea steeped in an appreciation for
humanity and environmentalism, which after all, is a marketable trend. Thankfully, it is one
that is catching on.

by Rachel LeWitt
Rachel is a sophomore at Lafayette College, where she is a Psychology and English double major.
She also works as a Writing Associate and as a Resident Advisor on campus.

Tara Morrison
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- SouthSide Film Institute & SouthSide Film Festival
26 E Third Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 882-4300 (610) 866-5279
Graham Stanford
graham@southsidefilmfestival.
com
www.ssff.org

The SouthSide Film Institute is a grass-roots organization dedicated to promoting and preserving the art of
independent filmmaking, offering choices to patrons of
the arts, and showcasing the cultural community of the
South Side of Bethlehem. The Institute provides the
annual SouthSide Film Festival including hands-on filmmaking workshops. Every Third Thursday the Institute
brings free public screenings of socially-conscious films
that merit viewing and discussion.

From the archives of the Good Earth Gazette

- Space Inventors Professional Organizers
PO Box 3056
Allentown, PA 18106
(484) 547-7304
Colleen Warmingham
spaceinventors@gmail.com
www.SpaceInventors.com

Bringing peace to your space. If clutter stands between
you and your goals, get organized! Our efficient organizing solutions will streamline your home or office, save
time and money, and lower your stress. As the Lehigh
Valley’s only green professional organizer, we strive to
serve our clients and operate in a way that respects our
planet and all its inhabitants. If you’re inspired to do
more with your life, contact us for a free phone consultation or book us to speak at your next event.
Business Listing

- Spiritual Enhancement Wellness Center
3072 Springtown Road
Springtown, PA 18081
(610) 428-5854
Tani L. Khabbaz
tanistar@ptd.net
www.tanistar.com

j

Spiritual Coaching: I help you create your life the way
you want it to be, in all areas. By simultaneously observing your spiritual, emotional, physical and mental bodies,
I am able to give insights into your life to help you heal
and make improvements in yourself, and in the experiences you are attracting. The more we are in balance with
ourselves, the more we are in harmony with our family,
our community, and our world.
Health Practitioner
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Stonehedge Gardens

51 Dairy Road
Tamaqua, PA 18252
(570) 386-4276
Fax: (610) 398-0908
Russell Keich
info@stonehedge.org
www.stonehedge.org

-

Stonehedge Gardens began in 1966 with the purchase of
a farm just south of Tamaqua by Russell Keich and Don
Herring. Avid gardeners and artists, the pair transformed
the old farmhouse and the grounds into a living museum,
using salvaged materials from dismantled churches, barns
and other classic structures. Gradually the surrounding
cornfields and stream were transformed into six acres of
breathtaking gardens interspersed among waterfalls, water
gardens and ponds. An additional 22 acres of woodlands
and meadows complement the garden landscape. Today,
Stonehedge is a nonprofit public entity, perpetuating the
continuing creative expressions of nature and the arts.

Strader & Associates

610 W Broad Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018
(610) 865-5080
Fax: (610) 865-5095
Wayne S. Strader, CPA
wayne.strader@stradercpa.com
www.michellestrader.com

Strader & Associates is a Bethlehem-based Certified
Public Accountant firm. We use the process of preparing individual and business tax returns and financial
statements to build an understanding of the entity’s past,
present, and future. To enable effective strategic plans, we
work with clients as partners. Our on-site art gallery displays works for sale by local artist Michelle Strader. We
not only support the local sustainable business economy,
we strive to emulate that lifestyle. Our consciousness of
the impact businesses have on the environment helps us
develop better ways of operating our business and contributes to our work with like-minded clients. Give us a
call to see how we can help you.
Business Listing

Studio26 Homes

1748 Central Park
Orefield, PA 18069
(610) 391-0100
Fax: (610) 391-0606
Brian M. Baker
info@studio26homes.com
www.studio26homes.com

Baker Development Group LLC, founded in 2004, is a
local family-owned business and operates in the marketplace in their ‘new homes division’ under the registered
trade name, studio26 homes, providing high-quality,
green, custom home design, construction, and property
development to homeowners in the Lehigh Valley PA and
surrounding region. The founders of studio26 homes are
well-informed and have set the standard for new home,
green design and construction and were published many
times locally and nationally, having been honored with
multiple awards including the Building Innovation Award
by the Pennsylvania Builders Association.
Business Listing
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- Sustainable Business Network of the Greater Lehigh Valley
sbnlehighvalley@gmail.com
www.sbnlv.org

The Sustainable Business Network of the Greater Lehigh
Valley is a non-profit organization committed to building
a just and sustainable economy in our region. SBNLV
seeks to strengthen, promote, and connect local, independently-owned businesses, organizations, and individuals
who support the local living economy principles of the
Triple Bottom Line: people, profit, and planet. The Triple
Bottom Line measures a company’s performance in the
areas of social impact, environmental impact, and profitability. To join or learn more, please visit our website.

- Sustainable Energy Fund

1005 Brookside Road, Suite 210 Sustainable Energy Fund (SEF) is a private non-profit
Allentown, PA 18106
organization that assists energy users in overcoming
(610) 264-4440
Brian Becker
bbecker@thesef.org
www.thesef.org

educational and financial barriers to a sustainable energy
future. A future in which energy is harvested, converted,
distributed and utilized in a manner that allows all to
meet their energy needs without compromising the ability of their children and grandchildren to meet their
needs.

- Sustainable Urban Neighborhoods of the Lehigh Valley (SUN*LV)
1337 East Fifth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 791-1671
Lou Cinquino
info@sunlv.org
www.sunlv.org/

-

SUN*LV works with organizations and residents to help
support and start community gardens in neighborhoods
across the Lehigh Valley. This work is accomplished
through a website and social network, as well as through
personal contact and collaboration with residents and
a wide range of for-profit and non-profit organizations
interested in promoting sustainable neighborhoods. Our
intent is for community gardens to provide immediate
benefits in terms of physical activity and fresh food for
their participants. The gardens can also serve as neighborhood hubs that foster community building and spur
economic development in our cities.

Thomas J. Kerr, LLC

82 Pine Creek Road
Kempton, PA 19529-8813

Working to help governmental and non-governmental
entities achieve goals relating to the protection and enhancement of environmental and recreational amenities.

(610) 756-4376
Thomas J. Kerr
tom@thomasjkerrllc.com
www.thomasjkerrllc.com
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Touchstone Theatre

321 E Fourth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 867-1689
Lisa Jordan
touchstone@touchstone.org
www.touchstone.org

Touchstone Theatre is a professional, nonprofit theatre
company located in our multi-ethnic and multi-lingual
Bethlehem. At its heart is a resident ensemble of theater
artists rooted both in our local community and the international community of ensemble-created theaters. The
ensemble is engaged in the creation of original work; the
on-going development of theatre productions in which image, movement, space and sound play as important a role
as the text; touring selected original and ensemble-created
works; offering educational programs that inspire students
of all ages to discover their creative voice; and demonstrate
the power of theatre as a community-building tool.

As energy costs, transportation costs and labor costs
continue to increase, people will begin to once again buy
local because it’s cheaper…We must be willing to pay a small
price premium for the overwhelming benefit of keeping
money circulating within the local community rather than
directing most of it off to a corporate office or grower that
is quite possibly located out of state or worse, the country.
Rich Fegley, in “Local Economic Systems” on page 8

Tara Morrison

- Tramontin Chiropractic Wellness Center
(610) 966-2726
Fax: (610) 967-6757
Dr. Jacqueline Tramontin
Diane Spatz [manager]
drjchiro@rcn.com
www.tramontinwellnesscenter.com

Dr. Jacqueline Tramontin is a devoted chiropractor
serving families in the Lehigh Valley for 16 years. She
utilizes custom tables for children and pregnant women
and offers nutritional counseling and massage therapy
to help practice members achieve their health goals and
increase the quality of their lives. Do you have questions about chiropractic? Call or e-mail us for our free
Chiropractic Consumer’s Awareness Guide or you may
set up a free telephone consultation with Dr. Jackie.
Health Practitioner
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173 East Main Street
Macungie, PA 18062

( Global Transition Movement

Rebuild Community, local resilience, and life skills

I

n the absence of common sense and ability to act appropriately in high places, “Think
Globally and Act Locally”. Enter Transition towns, cities, valleys, forest regions, and
yes whole countries. The following is a very brief summary of the Transition Movement. The Alliance sees it as a plausible initiative and entry point to meaningful Lehigh Valley Sustainability Actions.
The Transition movement springs spontaneously from the grassroots, often supported by
local government. Hopefully the movement will spread up into institutions, businesses, professions, industries, in nations around the globe. The goal is to build community resilience to
cope with the shocks that common sense indicates will result from the peak oil, climate, and
economic instability predicaments. Widespread systemic dysfunctions and the 78 unresolved
challenges listed by the World Economic Forum 2010 serve as the backdrop to the crises of
our times. As of 2010, official Transition Initiatives are located in 31 countries, 290 in the
U.K. and 77 in the U.S. Similar numbers of Transition Initiatives are in process of mulling
over becoming “official”.
Transition Initiatives can focus on any community issues that seem pressing locally. Some
common choices of how to address re-localization and community strengthening are:
•• Awareness-raising by showing documentary films with before and after community
dialogues. Teach-ins and learn-ins, trainings, featured speakers, and support groups
•• Guided tours of energy self-sufficient homes, community gardens and permaculture
examples that illustrate feasible food and shelter security concepts and pattern language
•• Re-skilling: re-learning how to fix a bicycle, knit sweaters, darn socks, weatherize the
home, engage in small animal husbandry, or grow a kitchen garden and a hundred
other skills
•• Carbon-neutral structures via low hanging fruit retrofits. For instance, a role model
E-house or a crisis response storefront. Harvest 10 to 1 cost advantage per KWH for
micro-hydro compared to wind or PV power, 20 to 1 compared to nuclear
•• Local currencies to help revitalize local economies
•• Stacking positive multipliers by unleashing human potential, creativity, incentivizing
cooperative behaviors, and integration of spiritual activism
•• Catalyzing innovations in transportation, urban and rural zoning, agriculture, wellness, justice, finance, democracy and other areas of society
Any of the above choices in whole or in part or alternative ideas could serve as a credibility building “low hanging fruit” started as a stand-alone project that can later be expanded
once group enthusiasm for a Transition Initiative develops.
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The Transition movement strives to have the potential to facilitate flourishing local communities even if crises of oil, climate, or economics are miraculously resolved.
Local communities cry out to reinstate these values:
•• re-empower and revitalize local communities
•• rebuild the “Commons”
•• return vital decision making to the local community as by the Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund’s (CELDF’s) re-assertion of community right to selfgovernment
•• real stewardship of the land as by the “Rights of Nature”
•• re-localization of food production in particular, economic re-localization in general
A Transition Initiating Group starts with one or two committed individuals. That twosome may grow to four to eight. Alternatively our action group might help set up a fund to
support Transition Initiatives by others. Once the “Great Unleashing” (a coming-out party
for the Initiative) has sparked formation of five or more working groups who select representatives to their new governing body the job of the original initiating group is done. Some additional rules are to be enshrined in bylaws, such as support for the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights and gender balance.
Typically the “Great Unleashing” Event can take 6 – 12 months to come to fruition.
The willing and cooperative help of institutions can ease the progress. There is a saying
that goes: When the student is ready the teacher will appear. Are we at that point now? Better yet, are we many-splendored teacher-learners answering the call? If not us, who? If not
now, when?
Note: The Steering Committee of the Alliance for Sustainable Communities–Lehigh Valley has
decided to take appropriate steps to participate in the Transition Initiative Movement, possibly as a
Transition Hub that will facilitate additional communities to join.

Joris Rosse
Joris is a founding member of the Alliance and a member of the steering committee.

From the archives of the Good Earth Gazette
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- TTLG Design
1536 Hottle Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18108
(201) 323 6193

http://www.ttlgdesign.
com/index.php

Through The Looking Glass Design is a non-profit, full
service web and graphics design company that tries to
provide a wide range of services for any promotional
needs. From business forms and supplies, to presentation
concepts and website services, TTLG tries to portray the
uniqueness of your business with fresh and creative designs. TTLG has also incorporated eco-friendly business
solutions to your promotional needs with printers that
offer recycled paper products and wind powered websites.
Business Listing

- Turning Point of the Lehigh Valley
444 E Susquehanna Street
Allentown, PA 18103
(610) 797-0530
Fax: (610) 797-0585
Pam Russell
pamrtplv@rcn.com
www.tplv.org

Turning Point is the sole domestic-violence agency for
Lehigh and Northampton counties. Its mission is to work
toward the elimination of domestic violence, increase
community awareness of the problem, and empower
victims of domestic violence by providing shelter and support services. Services include a 24-hour helpline (610437-3369), emergency shelter, crisis and options counseling, court advocacy, children and teen programming,
transitional housing, and extensive community education
and outreach. Health care professionals are trained
through medical advocacy programming. All of the agency’s programs and services are available in English and
Spanish and are provided free of charge.

- Unity Center for Spiritual Living
1531 E 8th Street
Mailing Address
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(484) 892-4120
Rev. Judi Venturini
judithventurini@rcn.com
www.unitycsl.com
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Unity Center for Spiritual Living’s mission is to celebrate
all life and the Spirit of God within, and to inspire people
to live by the Creed of the Heart: Our God is Love, our
race is human, and our religion is oneness. Because we
believe that we are one with all life, we encourage and
inspire others to have a consciousness of caring for our
planet. Our vision was to be in a green space in South
Bethlehem and as we held our vision, we were invited to
use the space at CACLV, which is 99% green. We refrain
from use of paper products as often as possible and when
we do use them, we encourage the use of recyclable. We
are a new organization, and as we grow, we hope to do
more to support our Mother Earth. We meet at 1337 E
Fifth Street, Bethlehem (CACLV Community Room).

Watershed Associations
Watershed Associations are organizations dedicated to ensuring the availability of clean,
pollutant and disease-free water for their local communities.
Bertsch-Hokendauqua-Catasauqua Watershed Association
www.bhcwa.com
PO Box 88, Walnutport PA 18088
Contact: Jim Wilson: james-wilson@northamptoncd.org or (610) 746-1971
Bushkill Stream Conservancy
Contact: Kate Brandes at katebrandes@yahoo.com
PO Box 399, Tatamy PA 18085

www.bushkill.org

Carbon County Groundwater Guardians
www.carbonwaters.org
PO Box 104, Palmerton PA 18071
Contact: Rick Grant at rick@carbonwaters.org or (570) 645-8597
Cooks Creek Watershed Association
PO Box 45, Springtown PA 18081
Contact: info@cookscreekpa.org
Fry’s Run Watershed Association
640 Royal Manor Road Easton PA 18042
Contact: frysrun@gmail.com
Little Lehigh Watershed Association
PO Box 135, Emmaus PA 18049
Maiden Creek Watershed Association (MCWA)
PO Box 133, Kempton PA
Martins-Jacoby Watershed Association
PO Box 52, Martin’s Creek PA 18063

www.cookscreekpa.org

www.frysrun.org

www.llwcpa.org
www.maidencreekwatershed.org
www.mjwa.org

Monocacy Creek Watershed Association
Contact: Phil Burtner at phil_burtner@hotmail.com
Musconetcong Watershed Association
www.musconetcong.org
PO Box 113, Asbury NJ 08802
Contact: Beth Styler Barry, Executive Director at beth@musconetcong.org
Perkiomen Watershed Conservancy		
www.perkiomenwatershed.org
1 Skippack Pike, Schwenksville PA 19473
Contact: pwc@perkiomenwatershed.org or (610) 287-9383
Saucon Creek Watershed Association
PO Box 354, Hellertown PA 18055
Contact: sauconcreek@gmail.com

www.sauconcreekwatershed.org

County Watershed Specialists
The watershed specialists provide technical and organizational assistance to watershed organizations and create, implement, and coordinate workplans and strategies to restore and
protect groundwater and surface water resources.
Lehigh County Conservation District
Rebecca Kennedy, Watershed Specialist (rkennedy@lehighconservation.org)
Northampton County Conservation District
www.northamptoncd.org
Jim Wilson, Watershed Specialist (james-wilson@northamptoncd.org or (610) 746-1971)
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Veterans for Peace

313 W Fourth Street
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(484) 248-6113
Louise Legun
vetsforpeace152@gmail.com

-

Water Resources Education Network (WREN)

116 Chestnut Lane
North Wales, PA 19454
(267) 468-0555
Julie A Kollar, Project Director
juliekwren@verizon.net
www.palwv.org/wren
www.sourcewaterpa.org

-

WREN is a nonpartisan informal collaboration among
organizations and public officials working for the protection and management of Pennsylvania’s water resources,
both surface and ground water, through grass-roots
education and informed policy-making. WREN provides
training and grants for local coalition building to promote
community awareness and the public policies necessary
to protect Pennsylvania water resources. The WREN
Program focuses on Watershed Education to prevent
non-point source pollution, and Source Water Protection
Promotion to raise awareness about the importance of
protecting public drinking water. Sign up for our free
newsletter at wren.palwv.org.

Watershed Coalition of the Lehigh Valley

PO Box 3407
Wescosville PA 18106
(610) 391-9583 ext. 18
Rebecca Kennedy
rkennedy@lehighconservation.
org
www.watershedcoalition.org

j

Our local chapter consists of both veteran members and
non-veteran associate members. We meet the second
Thursday of every month at 7pm at the LEPOCO Peace
Center, 313 W Fourth Street, Bethlehem, PA. Since our
local chapter was chartered 2007, we have held fundraisers to benefit Iraq Veterans against the War and wounded veterans at Walter Reed. The national organization
includes men and women veterans of all eras and duty
stations. Our collective experience tells us wars are easy
to start and hard to stop and that those hurt are often
the innocent. Thus, other means of problem solving are
necessary.
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The Watershed Coalition of the Lehigh Valley grew out
of the work of the Green Valley Coalition. In 2010, the
board of the Green Valley Coalition made the decision
to reorganize the group to create an umbrella coalition
representing all the community-based watershed associations. The mission of the newly-organized Watershed
Coalition of the Lehigh Valley is to preserve and enhance
the watersheds of the Lehigh Valley. The Coalition anticipates pursuing its mission through outreach and education, resource and information sharing, and advocacy on
key issues critical to water resource health in the Lehigh
Valley.

- WDIY 88.1 FM, Lehigh Valley Community Public Radio
301 Broadway, 3rd Floor
Bethlehem, PA 18015
(610) 694-8100 ext. 4
Fax: (610) 954-9474
Alison DelRe, Community
Relations Coordinator
info@wdiy.org
www.wdiy.org

Tune in for NPR programming, WDIY Classics, The
Blend, public affairs, folk and jazz programming Monday
through Friday. See our website for the complete schedule of programming heard on WDIY. The mission of
WDIY as a public radio station is to engage the Lehigh
Valley community through a wide-ranging exchange of
music, arts, news and culturally diverse information.
WDIY partners with various community and business
organizations in the Lehigh Valley. For more information about working with WDIY as a community partner,
please call Alison DelRe.

- West Ward Neighborhood Partnership
668 Northampton Street
Easton, PA 18042
(610) 515-0891
Esther Guzman
eguzman@caclv.org
portal.caclv.org/pages/programs/
west-ward-neighborhoodpartnership.php

The West Ward Neighborhood Partnership’s Urban
Ecology Project seeks to assure a balance of the community’s urban ecology by advancing such things as affordable housing, citizen participation, cultural diversity,
economic vitality, educational achievement, employment
opportunity, energy efficiency, environmental health,
generational interdependence, historic preservation, and
public policy, with practical, innovative, and sustainable
methods. The goal is to forge a creative, healthful, and
connected community through programs that support
children and families, affordable housing and counseling,
neighborhood building, and economic development for
low- and moderate-income residents.

- Weston A. Price Foundation–Lehigh Valley
(610) 434-7562
Alan Stangl DC
wapf-lv@wapf.org
wapf4lv.wordpress.com

The Weston A. Price Foundation–Lehigh Valley is a
nonprofit, tax-exempt charity founded in 1999. It disseminates the research of nutrition pioneer Dr. Weston
Price, whose studies of isolated non-industrialized
peoples established the parameters of human health and
determined the optimum characteristics of human diets.
The Foundation is dedicated to restoring nutrient-dense
foods to the American diet through education, research,
and activism. Our local chapter, WAPF-LV, hosts public
presentations dealing with food, nutrition, health, and
food-producing systems and publishes a newsletter. As
part of WAPF-LV’s effort to connect local food producers
and consumers, we also publish a directory of local farms.
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933 N 4th Street
Allentown, PA 18102

( Testing Mother Nature’s Limits at Our Expense

I

s it just me or does it seem to you too that those in control – of industry, food production, energy systems, land development, planet and animal genetic patents, and us
too – are testing Mother Nature’s limits? What can they do without entirely breaking
apart Earth’s crust and rendering the surface of the planet uninhabitable? In order to cash in
on whatever can be claimed and bought and sold at the greatest profit? While the rest of us
are content to hope that we can get a piece of the action and that those in control know what
they’re doing?
It’s scary, isn’t it?
I might argue that there have been many reflections of such fear in the planet-busting images in science fiction (see Wikipedia’s “List of planet killers”). Some of that planet-busting is
done in the name of progress. Folks who know The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy may remember that planet Earth is demolished by extra-terrestrial Vogon civil services to make way
for a hyperspace expressway for interstellar travel.
Last I looked, we have only one planet to play with.
So why are we toying with nuclear power plants; genetically modified organisms; greenhouse gases; foods of limited nutritional value that are laced with the toxic chemicals of industrial agriculture; reckless extraction technologies (from hydrofracturing Marcellus Shale to
deep-sea oil drilling); toxic wastes?
Shouldn’t we stop doing what we’re doing before there are any more Chernobyls, Three
Mile Islands, Fukushima Dai-ichis, “empty harvests” (producing foods that undermine our
health instead of supporting it), Daniel Pennocks (boy who died after exposure to sewage
sludge spread on farmland), Deepwater Horizon oil spills, Love Canal communities (built on
tons of toxic waste), contamination of water supplies via disposals of coal ash.
Not just cleaning up the mess. Not just using healthcare to treat the ill health caused. Not
getting caught up in expending our efforts on closing the barn doors after the cows have gotten out. Nor getting caught up in the bind of allowing harms to continue because our way of
life depends on them. Just saying no to our industrial-military-agribusiness-pharmaceutical,
petroleum, get-in-on-the-get-rich-schemes addictions.
Opposition to Marcellus Shale fracking suggests ways to say no.
There’s a lot to be concerned about regarding the extraction of natural gas from the deep
underground Marcellus Shale formations using hydraulic fracturing (fracking). Its potential
impact on the health of people and the environment is horrendous. A sign-on statement from
Lehigh Valley health and environmental experts initiated in February 2011 by the Alliance
and Clean Water Action states, in part:
Hydraulic fracturing uses known toxins and carcinogens in fracking fluids, and
produces heavy metals and other solid and liquid wastes. . . Contamination of soil,
air, and groundwater from the large volumes of fluids and wastes used and produced by unconventional gas development represents a clear health hazard to millions in Pennsylvania and surrounding states. Last year alone, 151 million gallons
of inadequately treated toxic wastewater were dumped into rivers and streams.
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This sign-on statement takes the task of involving health and environmental experts in
urging decision-makers to follow the Precautionary Principle, which requires proof of the
safety of Marcellus Shale drilling and of its impacts before drilling is permitted or allowed to
continue.
Pittsburgh City Council, with the help of an ordinance drafted by the Community
Environmental Legal Defense Fund (the Alliance has endorsed the community rights work
of CELDF), has taken another tack in defending people and the environment from fracking. On Nov 16, 2010, Pittsburgh City Council became the first municipality in the United
States to ban natural gas extraction within its boundaries.
It does so by asserting a new bill of rights – including the right to water – for Pittsburgh residents. Included also are rights for ecosystems and nature. It then bans those activities – including natural gas extraction – that would violate those rights. It also contains
enforcement provisions as well as statements of law denying corporate privilege.
In the Lehigh Valley, Easton’s City Council heeded Pittsburgh’s call for support from
other municipalities by adopting a resolution on Dec 22, 2010. As reported by Noël Jones
(posted on her Neighbors of Easton blog):
The mayor and city council voted unanimously Wednesday night in favor of
Vice-Mayor El Warner’s resolution in support of Pittsburgh’s recent ban . . . As
the mayor pointed out, “this resolution is as much about self-governance as it is
about natural gas . . . hopefully other municipalities in our region will follow suit”.
Well, where are you on this? Whaddiya think?

Martin Boksenbaum
Martin is a member of the Alliance Steering Committee

Holding the Earth by Doug Zucco
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- Wildlands Conservancy
3701 Orchid Place
Emmaus, PA 18049-1637
(610) 965-4397 ext. 116
Fax: (610) 965-7223
Nancy Stansbery
nstansbery@wildlandspa.org
www.wildlandspa.org

Wildlands Conservancy is a non-profit, environmental
conservation organization founded in 1973. The mission of Wildlands Conservancy is to protect and restore
critical natural areas and waterways, and educate the
community to create a legacy of a healthy, sustainable
environment for future generations. The Conservancy
fulfills its vision and mission through environmental
education programs, land protection and stewardship
strategies, science-informed water quality and ecological restoration projects, comprehensive communityplanning efforts, plus greenway and recreational trail
development. Wildlands Conservancy headquarters and
Environmental Education Center our located at the Pool
Wildlife Sanctuary, a 77.5 acre preserve in Emmaus, PA.

- YWCA of Bethlehem
3895 Adler Place
Building A, Suite 180
Bethlehem, PA 18017
(610) 867-4669 ext. 102
Fax: (610) 997-3786
Stephanie Hnatiw
shnatiw@ywcabethlehem.org
www.ywcabethlehem.org

The YWCA of Bethlehem is dedicated to eliminating
racism, empowering women, and promoting peace, justice, freedom and dignity for all. The four focus areas are
Women’s Empowerment, Girls’ Empowerment, Family
Empowerment and Racial Justice. Programs of the
YWCA of Bethlehem include: WAND, Neighbor-toNeighbor, Friend-to-Friend, TechGYRLS, Prom Dress
Day, Healthy Heart Workshop, LPGA-USGA Girls
Golf of Lehigh Valley and Southern Lehigh Valley, Gals
Golf, Boys Golf, Adult Day Services Center, Recreational
Activities and Case Management Services for Seniors at
the Rooney Building, Study Circles on Racism and Race
Relations, Intercultural Reading Circles, Great Decisions
Foreign Affairs Lectures Series, and Oil Painting Classes.

In spite of my best efforts to maintain a healthy lifestyle, there
are many external factors beyond my control that, at times,
make my efforts seem futile… change begins with individuals
committed to educating others about the threats that
environmental practices have on their health and continues
with the masses speaking out and demanding it.
Chrysan Cronin, in “A Day in the Life” on page 26
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About the Alliance
Uniting People and Organizations
Organizations and individuals working toward sustainable community formed the Alliance
for Sustainable Communities–Lehigh Valley in 2003 to address the urgencies of our times as
well as vested interests strongly resistant to change. Its purpose was and is that of uniting people
and organizations to establish community priorities and develop the clout to bring about needed
change. We developed a broadly inclusive set of interrelated principles in which diverse people
and organizations could find their place. Our understandings, ways of working, and our strategies
continue to develop as we learn.
We formalized our organizational existence becoming a non-profit corporation under
Pennsylvania Non-Profit Corporation Law in 2004. So, technically, we’re “Alliance for Sustainable
Communities-Lehigh Valley, Inc.”. In 2008 we received tax-exempt 501(c)(3) status from the IRS, so
contributions to us are tax-deductible. Throughout, we have continued our educational and advocacy
work, protecting rights today while working for a sustainable tomorrow.

Alliance Home Base
Through the generosity of Joris Rosse, the Alliance uses Morning Star Center as our home
base. We hold Steering Committee and some working group meetings there. Space there has been
set aside for Alliance office needs.

Steering Committee
The Alliance Steering Committee plans and coordinates Alliance actions and involvements.
It meets every Tuesday at Morning Star Center. The meetings are open to all. We invite your
participation. Current Steering Committee members: Martin Boksenbaum, Suzie Hall, Rex
D’Agostino, Chiharu Grenestedt, Steve Hoog, and Joris Rosse.

Approaches
The Alliance tends to be project-oriented with a rather loose organizational structure. And we
work on a number of different levels:
The Alliance shares and publicizes information from individuals and organizations
about sustainability doings—hence this directory, our Earth Days Calendar, our
website calendars and postings from other organizations; this work is carried out by our
Directory Team, Website Committee, and Calendar Committee.

•

The Alliance carries out Community Dialogues (public meetings) on a wide variety of topics
and discusses a broad range of issues on its website, the work in setting up Community
Dialogues often being carried out by members of the Alliance Steering Committee.

•

Generally speaking, Alliance activities are carried out by the Steering Committee
and the independent Working Groups, which include, in addition to the ones named
above: the Internships Program, Transitions Group, Working Group on the Economy,
and Community-Food Connections.

•

The Alliance endorses, if consensus is reached, projects initiated by others and works on
behalf of these projects, such as has happened with CELDF’s Community Rights Network.

•

The Alliance may initiate projects, these being carried out by the Alliance Steering
Committee, our independent Working Groups or as a part of coalitions, as has been the
case with the Lehigh Valley Sustainability Network.
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Vision
We envision a sustainable, democratic, regenerative society, based upon enduring wisdom and
careful stewardship, a future characterized by a self-healing environment, honorable and ethical
behavior, self-determination, and secure freedoms for a diverse people.

Mission
The Alliance is dedicated to working for community sustainability, including wholistic
approaches to the environment, social justice, health, participatory democracy, and local economies.
We are committed to active, collaborative approaches to achieving long-term positive outcomes.

Goals
To create more equitable and livable communities, our members work to:
•

Protect the natural environment on which our communities depend

•

Protect and extend fundamental rights and opportunities throughout the range of
human diversity

•

Promote broad, meaningful participation in decision-making to advance community
interests, and ensure that communities can assert their rights as a higher priority than
those corporations claim for themselves

•

Foster strong local economies that provide secure and fulfilling livelihoods; foster
enjoyable community life; work in harmony with nature; and strengthen the viability of
independent local businesses and farms

•

Encourage people to produce and consume food that is whole and locally-grown in ways
that sustain and rebuild soil, water, wildlife, vegetation, and the lives of all of us

•

Promote discussion, education, and understanding of ways to maximize the health of
individuals and communities

Endorse the Alliance
We invite you to become an endorser of the vision, mission, and goals of the Alliance. Endorsers,
who are listed on our website, indicate who the Alliance is as well as the community’s commitment to
sustainability. More information about endorsement can be found on the Alliance website.

Alliance Efforts in 2010
2010 was a busy and productive year for the Alliance. The following gives an idea of the breadth
of our activities in the past year.

Sharing and publicizing information
We continued to promote sustainability doings during 2010 via:
•• the 7th edition of our Directory of Organizations That Promote Sustainable Communities: 2010—listings (with their contributed descriptions) of over 180 nonprofits, citizens
groups, watershed associations, EACs, etc, and over 50 business and professional listings;
•• the Earth Days Calendar, which listed observances throughout the Lehigh Valley;
•• our website, which posts sustainability doings in event calendars and provides in-depth
info in an extensive “Focus On…” section—we began a major re-design of the website late
in 2010—expect to see the new look early in 2011; and
•• our “Sustainability Doings” emailings.
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Community Dialogues
Our 2010 Community Dialogues brought a number of significant initiatives to center stage,
starting with one on January 6th, “Planning a Regional Summit”. It led to a number of exciting
developments, one of which was a full-blown coalitional effort that resulted in the September
25th Lehigh Valley Sustainability Summit, with some fifteen co-sponsors in addition to the
Alliance. Representatives of 44 Lehigh Valley organizations met to take “the first step in creating
the collaborative structures and processes needed to work together more effectively to create
a sustainable Lehigh Valley”. Follow-up efforts from that Summit are ongoing, with several
committees working together as part of the tentatively named Lehigh Valley Sustainability
Network.
In a parallel effort, the Alliance held a Road Forward Series of Community Dialogues on
matters that we hoped would provide important input to the Summit process, matters such as
community rights networking, building a local economy, the use of intranet and internet, and
working in communities.

Actions, Initiatives, Endorsements
We endorsed two major initiatives, Community Rights Networking efforts and Transition
(Town) Initiatives.
We are very concerned about the crises looming over us, with the global climate crisis and peak
oil (the bursting of the cheap oil bubble) being at the top of the list, underscored by the general
failure of governments to adequately address the urgency of these problems. We think there is hope
in the transition movement, a grassroots-based effort to move communities from oil dependency
and our greenhouse-gas spewing fossil fuel-based economy to local resilience and sustainability.
Therefore, we have formed a Transitions Group that has applied to become a Temporary Initiating
Hub for local transition efforts in the Greater Lehigh Valley.
Further, we support the rights of communities to govern themselves in moving toward
sustainability. Toward that end, we held a Democracy School, lead by Ben Price of the Community
Environmental Legal Defense Fund (CELDF).
Our internship program, one of our major efforts, continued providing college students with
mentored opportunities for sustainability projects on such matters as food, health, air quality,
campus sustainability, publication design and editing. Go to the Alliance website for more info
about our internships. (See ad on page 88.)
We also have endorsed a number of projects initiated by other organizations, a few of which
either came under our 501(c)(3) umbrella or are in the process of doing so, namely:
•• Lehigh Valley Food Co-op—a “member-owned, run, and governed business emphasizing
foods that are local, organic and healthy”—www.lvfood.coop;
•• Collective Memory Project, done in partnership with ACLU of Pennsylvania’s Immigrants’
Rights Project—its “Welcome, Neighbor” exhibit (which includes photographs and oral
history excerpts of people from the wide variety of cultures that make up the Lehigh Valley) opened in February 2011 at Moravian College, with other showings scheduled at the
Allentown Public Library (March) and the Sigal Museum, Easton (April)—collectivememoryproject.wordpress.com; and
•• Lehigh Valley Dough, a local currency project.
We continued our work on food and food production systems. In January 2010, we held our
third annual Seed Conference, which focused attention on sustainable food production. Alliance
interns from Lafayette College, Lehigh University, Moravian College, and Muhlenberg College
produced a report: “Healthy Food for Healthy Communities” (posted on the Alliance website).
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And we continued our work on energy systems and their environmental impacts. We gave
testimony and submitted statements to public bodies in opposition to Marcellus Shale drilling and
high-voltage power lines. We have been working as part of an informal coalition of organizations,
Lehigh Valley Gas Truth, on fracking and Marcellus Shale gas drilling.

An Invitation To Work With Us
We are now gearing up for 2011 and welcome your participation.
If you are interested in becoming involved in any of our activities, please contact us or come
to steering committee, organizational, or working group meetings. We especially welcome people
interested in working with us on this directory, the Earth Days Calendar, the website, and the other
efforts listed below.
Let us know what moves you. Help shape our work.

Transitions Lehigh Valley
Answering fervent calls for meaningful action regarding peak oil, climate instability, and
economic chaos, Transition Initiatives are springing up around the globe. The Lehigh Valley is no
exception. We are in process of forming a Hub and initiatives locally as transition towns, hamlets,
villages, neighborhoods, or communities.
Transition Initiative can call for re-localization of economy, community gardens, rights defense, reskilling, energy efficiency upgrades, local currencies, alternative transportation, energy
descent, or any other initiatives the groups decide on locally. Already more than 700 communities
have become official; Pittsburgh is one of them. For more information or to get involved, contact transitionslv@sustainlv.org.

Sustainability and Public Health
When people talk about sustainability, they often focus on overconsumption of finite
resources, global warming, or production of vast mountains of waste that will not biodegrade.
Scientists often talk about ‘ecosystem impacts’—ways in which pollution or global warming
threaten the interdependency that characterizes the complex web of life upon which we all depend.
Unfortunately, those definitions give little indication of the degree to which unsustainable practices
not only damage the environment but cause death and illness.
The Community Health departments of area hospitals have shown a strong commitment to
improving public health in our communities; in the past, however, their efforts have generally been
confined to traditional public-health issues such as obesity and smoking. These are important, but
they are only part of the picture. The public health field has long recognized ‘environmental health’
as a critical part of its mission, so it makes sense to look at most sustainability issues in terms of
their health impact. We will work to promote greater awareness of how conserving energy, reducing
emissions, reducing driving, and eating nutritious and sustainably-grown food will have a direct
effect on our health. For more information or to get involved, contact health@sustainlv.org .

Drilling in the Marcellus Shale
Natural gas is trapped over 7,000 feet down in the Marcellus Shale formation, and the
unconventional techniques used to capture this gas involve hydraulic fracturing (‘fracking’) to break
up the shale and release the gas. Fracking uses millions of gallons of water mixed with a mixture
of toxic chemicals and injected into the deep wells at pressures up to 12,000 pounds per square
inch. In addition to the toxic chemicals added by the drilling crew, the water that comes back to
the surface can bring up substances that are better left buried far from human contact: radon and
other radioactive compounds as well as heavy metals and arsenic. This contaminated water is then
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dumped into our waterways, sprayed on our roads, and taken to treatment plants that are not
equipped to treat it.
A few thousand wells have already been drilled in Pennsylvania, and projections call for as
many as 75,000 more! We are working together with local experts and Clean Water Action calling
for a precautionary approach, because if this process is allowed to contaminate our ground water,
the damage from even 1,000 additional wells could be irreversible. For more information or to get
involved, contact health@sustainlv.org .

Clean Air for the Lehigh Valley
Both Diesel pollution and ground-level ozone in the Lehigh Valley exceed minimum standards
of the Clean Air Act—and this is one of the reasons asthma rates here are much higher than the
national average. The Alliance is working with St. Luke’s Community Health Department, Lehigh
University’s Environmental Initiative, and Clean Water Action to increase public awareness of
the seriousness of the problem. We urge fleet operators to install systems that reduce particulate
pollution and companies to reduce commuting trips by encouraging employees to walk, bike, share
rides, or use public transportation when possible. For more information or to get involved, contact
cleanair@sustainlv.org .

Internships
Since 2004, the Alliance has offered internships to college students, many of them in
response to student requests. So far, 53 students have done Alliance internships, including editing
and publishing the Directory (8), campus sustainability (23), climate action (7), community
and restorative justice (3), democracy in action (1), food and health (5), graphic design (2),
sustainability & public health (5), and the new communications & media (1). These students
not only made important contributions to a more sustainable Lehigh Valley, they got invaluable
experience in the process of creating change.
Interns work to promote sustainable practices, to change policies and regulations, or to
raise awareness of the need for action. We believe policy and practice should be based on facts
and analysis—not on what sounds good or is the most popular in an opinion poll—so interns
often spend their time looking at existing practices, meeting with local officials or institutional
managers, researching & analyzing options, and developing proposals for change. In addition to
environmental impacts (including greenhouse gas emissions), we look at impacts on health and
economic considerations.
We are always looking for students who can take significant responsibility and have a strong
interest in sustainable communities. The academic major is not as important as interest and ability
to undertake a variety of tasks and work effectively. Previous interns have come from a wide
range of academic disciplines, including Communication & Media, Economics, English, History,
Environmental Science/Studies, Political Science, Professional Writing, and Studio Art.

From the archives of the Good Earth Gazette
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Together, we can make changes!
The Alliance is dedicated to a sustainable,
democratic and regenerative society.
Work with us on one or more of our current projects. We’re:
ϏϏ Communicating about sustainability in print and online (Directory,
Earth Days Calendar, Website, Sustainability Doings emailings)
ϏϏ Conducting workshops and public meetings to encourage thinking and
discussion about sustainability needs (Community Dialogues)
ϏϏ Assisting with efforts to help our communities develop plans for the time
after peak oil (Transition Initiatives)
ϏϏ Working on community rights initiatives (with Lehigh Valley
Community Rights Network, CELDF)
ϏϏ Helping collective sustainability efforts take shape (Lehigh Valley
Sustainability Network)
ϏϏ Promoting a local living economy (Working Group on the Economy and
with Sustainable Business Network Lehigh Valley)
ϏϏ Exploring land, water, food, farming, health (Community-Food
Connections Group, Lehigh Valley Food Co-op, Buy Fresh Buy Local,
Watershed Coalition)
ϏϏ Working on energy issues (Energy Group and with Gas Truth)
ϏϏ Providing student internships (see page 88)

Connect with one of our Working Groups,
Attend a Community Dialogue, Create Your Own Project.
For more informationon go to
www.sustainlv.org or email info@sustainlv.org.
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Index by Category
Holistic Approaches

Living in Community: People

These organizations have a broad spectrum
approach. Their efforts ecompass all or most
of the following categories.

This subcategory of “Living in Community”
focuses on the individuals and groups in
their communities .

Environment
The focus of these organizations is on
environmental protection and stewardship.
Clean Water Action
Hawk Mountain Sanctuary
Kittatinny and Pinnacle Association (KAPA)
Sierra Club, Kittatinny Group
Sierra Club, Lehigh Valley Group
Water Resources Education Network (WREN)
Watershed Associations
Watershed Coalition of the Lehigh Valley
Wildlands Conservancy

Living in Community
These organizations are concerned with
multiple aspects of community life, and
their efforts encompass all or most of the
subcategories.
Community Action Committee of the
Lehigh Valley (CACLV)
Eastern Pennsylvania Permaculture Guild
Lehigh Valley Association of Independent Colleges
(LVAIC)
Lehigh Valley Greens
Lehigh Valley Sustainability Network
Lehigh Valley Research Consortium
Meyner Center
for the Study of State & Local Government
Renew Lehigh Valley
Sustainable Business Network –
Greater Lehigh Valley

Rights, Liberties & Leadership
ACLU Immigrant’s Rights Project
ACLU–Greater Lehigh Valley
Amnesty International (Lehigh Valley Group # 347)
Black Leadership Development Institute
League of Women Voters–Lehigh County
League of Women Voters–Northampton County
Lehigh Valley Community Rights Network
Lehigh Valley Humanists
National Coalition Building Institute (NCBI)

Advocacy Groups
Beginning Over Foundation
Caring Place
Casa Guadalupe Center
Center for Humanistic Change
EcoMom Alliance of the Lehigh Valley
Family Connection of Easton, Inc.
Hispanic Center
The Journey Home
Latinos for Healthy Communities
Lehigh County Conference of Churches
Lehigh Valley Area Holisitc Moms Network
Lehigh Valley Center for Independent Living
Natural Undertaking
Planned Parenthood of North East Pennsylvania
ProJeCt of Easton
Turning Point of the Lehigh Valley
YMCA of Bethlehem

Peace & Anti-War Efforts
Lehigh Valley Peace Coalition
Veterans for Peace

Media & the Arts
Arts Community of Easton
Circle of Stones Ritual Theatre
Collective Memory Project
Earth Child Photography
Godfrey Daniels
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Colleges & Universities
LEPOCO Peace Center
Mid-Atlantic Renewable Energy Association (MAREA)
Muhlenberg Colleges Center for Ethics
PennFuture (Citizens for Pennsylvania’s Future)
School of Living

Media & the Arts (continued)
Lehigh Valley Progressive Events
Lehigh Valley Arts Council
Natural Awakenings Magazine
Pennsylvania Sinfonia Orchestra
Rodale Inc.
SouthSide Film Institute & SouthSide Film Festival
Touchstone Theatre
WDIY 88.1 FM

Education
Good Schools Pennsylvania
Greenway Creative Learning Center
International Institute for Restorative Practices
School of Natural Learning

Spirituality
Unity Center for Spiritual Living

Living in Community: Places
The “places” subcategory of “Living in
Community” focuses on use of built
and natural environments: houses,
neighborhoods, towns and cities, movement
from place to place, and use of the land.
Management of Localities
Environmental Advisory Councils (EACs)
Lehigh County Authority
Lehigh Valley Land Recycling Initiative
Lehigh Valley Water Suppliers

Trails, Spaces, Environmental Centers
Allentown Hiking Club
Columcille
Delaware and Lehigh National Heritage Corridor
Jacobsburg State Park Environmental Education Center
Lehigh Gap Nature Center
Stonehedge Gardens

Transportation
Bethlehem Bicycle Cooperative
Bike Allentown
CAT–Coalition for Appropriate Transportation
Pennsylvania Pedalcycle & Pedestrian Advisory
Committee

Living in Community: Things
The “Things” subcategory of “Living in
the Community” focuses on production,
distribution, and economic systems.

Green Buildings & Energy Systems

Agricultural Matters

Bruce Wilson Contracting
Delaware Valley Green Building Council –
Lehigh Valley Branch
Habitat for Humanity
Heat Shed, Inc.
Lehigh Valley Green Builders
Renu Building
Studio26 Homes
Sustainable Energy Fund

Agri-Dynamics, Inc.
Lehigh County Farmland Preservation Program
Penn State Cooperative Extension Service–
Lehigh County, Northampton County
Pennsylvania Association for Sustainable Agriculture
Pennsylvania Certified Organic
Rodale Institute
The Seed Farm

Community Preservation &
Revitalization
Allentown Sustainability Office
Allentown Weed & Seed Program
Citizens for a Better Bethlehem
Congregations United for Neighborhood Action
(CUNA)
Easton Weed & Seed Program
Heritage Conservancy
Illick’s Mill Partnership
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Laini’s Little Pocket Guides
Lower Saucon Township Historical Center
Pennsylvania Land Trust Association
Organizing for a Better Bethlehem
Pennsylvania Downtown Center
Pennsylvania Land Trust Association
Rural Preservation Association of Northwestern
Lehigh County
Sustainable Urban Neighborhoods of the Lehigh
Valley (SUN*LV)
West Ward Neighborhood Partnership
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Foods, Food Distribution Systems &
Foodsheds
Balasia
Black Forest Deli & Catering
Buy Fresh, Buy Local–Greater Lehigh Valley
Farm to City
Farmer’s Markets
Foodshed Alliance
Fegley’s Brew Works
Frey’s Better Foods
Healthy Alternatives Food & Nutrition Center

Food… (continued)
Lehigh Valley Food Co-op
Lehigh Valley Vegetarians
Liberty Gardens – Speciality Produce
Nature’s Sunshine Products,
Saucon Valley Community Gardens Association
Second Harvest Food Bank
Weston A. Price Foundation–Lehigh Valley

Money & Exchange Systems
Community Exchange Time Dollar Network
FreeCycle

Financial & Organizational Services
Action Potential Networks
AGSHEN (One with the Earth Project)
Annie Prince Music & Film Producer and
Fund Raising Consultant
iSpring
Joyce Moore Financial Services
Space Inventors Professional Organizaers
Strader & Associates
Thomas J. Kerr, LLC
TTLG Design

Products for Home, Office &Environs
Dewey Kerns
Edge of the Woods Native Plant Nursery
Greenline Paper Company
Home & Planet

Care of Domesticated Animals &
Wildlife
Lehigh Valley Animal Rights Coalition
Lehigh Valley Zoo
Lehigh Wildcare

The Waste Stream
Allentown Recycling
Bethlehem Compost Center
Bethlehem Recycling
Easton Recycling
Lehigh County Solid Waste Management

Health
Most of these are holistic healthcare
practitioners.
Art of Living
Awakening Reiki
Bethlehem Partnership for a Healthy Community
Compassionate Yoga
Creative Holistic Therapy
In the Heart of Reiki
Judith Pennington
Lisa Baas Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine
Living Potentials
Rachel Sue Ritz
Roots of Vitality
Spiritual Enhancement Wellness Center
Tramontin Chiropractic Wellness Center

Clothing & Accessories
Abundant Style
Shuze

Katherine Amari
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How can an internship help you
create a more sustainable future?
Here’s what former interns have to say…
The internship helps the interns develop their communication skills and
vision for independent projects. I learned valuable organizing skills that I use
as I now organize larger sustainability initiatives in my current community.
—EJ, Moravian College, 2007 (Campus Sustainability)

Working as an intern for the Alliance was an excellent experience. I had a great deal of
responsibility, accountability, and ownership. I developed project management and
organizational skills, independence, and accountability. It was great preparation for
my career now as a field organizer. —JL, Muhlenberg College, 2008 (Editing & Publishing)
This was an absolutely wonderful and invaluable experience for me… I am now
finishing my first year as a law student and will be working as a legal intern
this summer. I am certain that my experience with the Alliance was a major
reason I was offered this job… —GP, Moravian College, 2009 (Democracy In Action)
I learned how to find out about things that tend to be hidden, talk to people
about things they would rather pretend do not exist, and solve problems that
seem overwhelming at first glance. I’d recommend this internship for anyone who
accepts that small setbacks are necessary steps in accomplishing great tasks.
—JT, Lafayette College 2007 (Campus Sustainability)

Just what I was looking for. My internship gave me practical experience
in publishing and editing, which is what I would like to pursue as a career.
The internship taught me a lot about all of the little things that make a
publication worthy of public exposure and how to balance focus on aesthetic
appeal with proper editing.
—JS, Moravian College, 2010 (Editing & Publishing)

For more informationon current internships, go to
www.sustainlv.org or email info@sustainlv.org.

ction • Editing & Publishing • Graphic Design • Communications & Media • Business Sustai

estorative Justice • Campus Food for Health & Sustainability • Communications & Media •

Campus Sustainability • Climate Action • Democracy In A

nability • Public Health & Sustainability • Community & R

xxx

Insist on Fair Trade ®
Fair Trade is a market-based solution that allows farmers and farm workers to
survive and care for their children. Anyone can claim to trade fairly, but the
Fair Trade seal tells you that a product was grown and traded in a socially- and
environmentally-responsible manner. Look for the Fair Trade Certified ® seal on:

Coffee, Tea, Chocolate & Cocoa, Sugar, Rice, Vanilla, Bananas, & other Tropical Fruit

Are you one of us?
Join the Movement!
find out at www.sbnlv.org
Mobile scan the QR code to visit us now!
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The Alliance is dedicated to working
for community sustainability,
including wholistic approaches to the
environment, social justice, health,
participatory democracy, and local
economies. We are committed to
active, collaborative approaches to
achieving long-term positive outcomes.
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From recycled office paper to fair
trade foods, our ever-expanding line
of quality, green products will help
you achieve your sustainability goals.
On-line ordering is now available
24/7 at greenlinepaper.com, with
help from customer service at
800-641-1117 weekdays 8:30 AM
to 5:00 PM EST.

• Environmental office papers
• Remanufactured toners and ink
• Event compostables
• Kitchen/Restaurant needs
• Tissue and towel products
(Green Seal)
• Natural, cruelty-free
cleaning products
• Fair trade and organic foods
• CFL lighting supplies
• House of Doolittle
calendars & planners (recycled)

14-year member
Green America Green Pages
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